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Elected Officials 





IKAIKA ANDERSON 
Chair and Presiding Officer 
Honolulu City Council
COUNCILMEMBER, DISTRICT 3 (WINDWARD O‘AHU)
TELEPHONE: (808) 768-5003
EMAIL: ianderson@honolulu.gov
WEB: http://www.honolulu.gov/councild3

July 29, 2019 

Jeff Overton 
G70
111 S. King Street, Suite 170 
Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96813 
haikustairs@g70.design

Subject: Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Ha‘ikū Stairs 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement for Ha‘ikū Stairs located in Kāne‘ohe which is part of the Honolulu City Council’s 3rd

District of Windward O‘ahu.  

Regarding the parcel being conveyed to a public or private entity as described in option 2 
(conveyance option) of the draft EIS, as the Councilmember representing this district I am 
introducing a resolution urging the City Administration to require any Request for Proposals 
(RFPs) to include a Hawaiian Cultural aspect and any potential entities seeking to convey the 
parcel must possess a thorough understanding and acceptance of our Hawaiian culture.  
Consideration and exploration of the conveyance option should not be open-ended, and in the 
absence of formal negotiations with an identified party, should not be allowed to continue beyond 
the date specified in the EIS timeline. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact Alan Texeira, Community 
Director for Kāne‘ohe at 808-768-5018 or alan.texeira@honolulu.gov. 

Malama pono, 

Ikaika Anderson 
Council Chair 
District 3 (Windward O‘ahu) 
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August 7, 2019 
 
 
Subject:  Draft Environmental Impact Statement ICO Haiku Stairs 

 
 
Aloha and mahalo for the opportunity to submit input relating to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement relating to 
Haiku Stairs. 
 
The board sincerely appreciates the extra effort taken by the Board of Water Supply to ensure all aspects of the 
stairs and the community are considered and documented and that a managed access plan option was vetted more 
fully. 

 
In June 2017, the Kāne‘ohe Neighborhood Board No. 30 resolved to support the reopening of Haiku Stairs if a 
managed access plan would be used and the neighbors of the upper Haiku Village residents were alleviated of the 
late night/early morning trespassers and accompanying noise. 
 
The resolution remains in effect and the Kaneohe NB still supports a managed access plan option rather than 
removal.  
 
Please continue to add the board as a consulting party for further discussion or action. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Mo Radke, Chair 
Kāne‘ohe Neighborhood Board No. 30 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Oahu’s Neighborhood Board system – Established 1973 
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August 6, 2019 
 

To: G70 
 Attn:  Jeff Overton, AICP, LEED AP 
 111 S. King St, Ste. 170 
 Honolulu, HI   96813 
 
From: Aaron Mahi, President 
 Ko`olau Foundation 
 
Re: Haiku Stairs Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
 
Mahalo for this opportunity to offer our mana`o on the “Haiku Stairs Study” Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) issued June 2019. 
 
The Ko`olau Foundation is a non-profit, tax-exempt organization dedicated to the preservation 
and restoration of historic sites and cultural areas throughout the Hawaiian Islands. Since the late 
1990s, in particular, the Foundation has focused its efforts on establishing  a cultural preserve in 
Haiku Valley and caring for historic sites in the area.  
 
In our view, the cultural resources of Haiku Valley are significant – both pre-contact and post-
contact, including modern historic sites such as the OMEGA Station and its Haiku Stairs 
component. 
 
We appreciate the desire of the Board of Water Supply (BWS) to dispose of the Stairs because, 
as they point out, the facility does not satisfy the core mission of the water department. We 
should note that, in the presentations made at the Kane`ohe Neighborhood Board on July 18, 
2019, however, both BWS and Mr. Overton made claims that the parcel of land on which the 
facility rests is NOT part of the water department’s concern. We disagree. The walls of the 
Ko`olau mountains above Haiku valley ARE, indeed, part of the Ko`olau watershed, and argue 
against any claim that those lands are completely exempt from concern for water resource 
protection. 
 
Nevertheless, here are our comments and recommendations to the Board of Water Supply and 
the City & County of Honolulu regarding disposition of the Haiku Stairs facility: 
 
1) The Haiku Stairs, having been installed as part of a defense facility during World War II, is 

an important historic site that is eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic 
Sites. Because it was built to protect the islands from further attacks, it is significant to both 

KKo`olau Foundation  
   P. O. Box 4749 
   Kane`ohe, HI 96744 
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the State of Hawai`i and to the United States as an important part of our island history 
connected to the events that occurred over 70 years ago. 

 
2) The DEIS recommends, in its option to transfer the Stairs to another entity, a fully-laid out 

plan for how the facility could be reopened. I think this plan – while well-intended – is 
flawed. It recommends an access plan that goes through an entirely NEW neighborhood. It is 
the view of the Ko`olau Foundation that Haiku Road, which was built over the old trail 
leading into Haiku Valley, remains the best access alternative into Haiku Valley and to get to 
Haiku Stairs. Over the years that the U.S. Coast Guard managed the property and until its 
closure in 1998, Haiku Road was always recognized and used as the primary entry into the 
valley and used by people wishing to gain access to Haiku Stairs.  

 
We recommend that the access option is an important feature of the DEIS but should not be 
limited to the recommended access point. Ideally, a guard station installed within or near the 
gate area, would facilitate any entry into the valley and ensure better security for the valley, 
the Stairs, and the surrounding neighborhood. While we acknowledge that various 
landowners along this route would need to grant consents of entry for any entity managing 
Haiku Stairs, the Haiku gate access road is more direct and less intrusive into any 
neighborhood, whether visitors enter via Kuneki Street or the mauka section of Haiku Road 
which is currently controlled by a tenant of Kamehameha Schools. 
 

3) An option that SHOULD have been included is the option to convey the lands to a federally-
recognized, tax-exempt non-profit organization, such as the Ko`olau Foundation. This option 
was recommended to BWS several years ago and, in fact, was the subject of an application 
for Clean Water Natural Lands funding which sought to acquire the Stairs from BWS. 
Although BWS had initially indicated they would approve such an acquisition if the funding 
were approved, BWS management later demurred and refused to provide a letter agreeing to 
a potential sale if funds were approved. Should a new application be submitted and agreed to 
by BWS, any funding received from CWNL could be applied toward the cost that BWS has 
incurred related to security and other matters relating to Haiku Stairs management over the 
past few years.  
 
We recommend that this option – of turning the land over to a non-profit organization – be 
reconsidered and included in the Final EIS. 
 

4) When the Ko`olau Foundation held a series of public meetings in the 1990s to seek public 
input on the future of Haiku valley, when the U.S. Coast Guard announced plans to 
decommission the Haiku OMEGA Station, the community came out strongly in opposition to 
commercial control of Haiku. This concern extends to whatever decision is made regarding 
the future of Haiku Stairs.  

 
We strongly recommend AGAINST a decision to allow transfer of the Haiku Stairs to any 
entity whose primary function is a commercial operation or non-profits whose purpose is not 
primarily cultural or historic preservation. If the City decides to transfer the land under the 
Stairs to the City Parks Department, for example, it would be infeasible for the City to allow 
for-profit entities to compete for the privilege of operating the Haiku Stairs. The argument in 
favor of having a non-profit community organization managing the Stairs instead of a 
commercial entity is this: a non-profit could and should be held to maintaining the cultural  
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and natural environment as its primary function, and recouping income to cover its expenses 
for management, operations, and education. A “for profit” commercial entity – even one that 
masquerades as a non-profit, would always seek to increase the numbers of people allowed to 
go on the Stairs, always seeking higher revenue, higher income. That is inevitable even if 
conditions are imposed, at the outset, that the numbers would be restricted. The commercial 
entity would pressure decision-makers to adjust the restrictions and allow greater numbers. 
 

5) The Haiku Stairs offers the City & County of Honolulu – and the State of Hawai`i – an 
opportunity to share this remarkable experience with the world. In the view of the Ko`olau 
Foundation, this facility should not be touted as a hike or a tour, but as a cultural and 
educational experience. It offers an opportunity to teach island residents and others about the 
rich history, culture and heritage of the islands, as well as the important natural environment 
that surrounds the valley and the Haiku Stairs. The vista from the top of the Stairs connects 
the eyes of the viewer with the verdant landscape that encompasses the Ko`olau mountain 
range and extends to the farthest reaches of the island of O`ahu. This is a treasure that can be 
properly managed if approached respectfully and in the right way. To remove the Stairs 
would eliminate that opportunity from the overwhelming majority of past, current and future 
viewers who would not be able to experience this wahi pana, or famous place of O`ahu. 
 

6) During the mid-1990s, after the Coast Guard announced its plans to decommission the 
OMEGA station, the Ko`olau Foundation held a series of community meetings to seek public 
input as to what our community desired for the future of the station and this valley. Among 
the feedback received, primarily from residents and institutions in the Kane`ohe Bay region, 
were the following: 

 
a. A cultural and natural, relatively “passive” park 
b. Reopening of the main gate at the top of Haiku Road for public access 
c. Cultural and educational programs, including area schools and Windward Community 

College 
d. Access to the Haiku Stairs 
e. NON-COMMERCIAL activities in the valley. 

 
We assume that the last feedback mentioned, would also apply to any resumption of public 
use of the Haiku Stairs facility. 
 

7) Should the Haiku Stairs be reopened to the public, the Ko`olau Foundation strongly 
recommends that employees and/or staff be hired from within the Kane`ohe bay community 
or Windward Community College. Reopening the facility offers employment opportunities 
for residents and students in our community. 
 

8) The Ko`olau Foundation also strongly recommends that an organization with an established 
background in cultural and historic preservation be engaged as a partner in any enterprise for 
operation and/or management of the Haiku Stairs to ensure preservation of the historic value 
of the Stairs and the surrounding environment. 
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In summary, the Ko`olau Foundation supports the resumption of limited, managed public access 
to the Haiku Stairs and favors the “Conveyance Alternative”. 
 
In addition, we wish to offer our organization as a partner with the landowner – whether it be the 
Board of Water Supply or the City & County Department of Parks & Recreation – to serve as 
manager for the cultural education program involving use of the Haiku Stairs. 
 
We recognize that the DEIS indicates certain fiscal and other requirements will be necessary 
before any final decision can be made for the future use of the Stairs or this property, and feel we 
can work as a partner with any other non-profit or government entity to help manage access and 
use of the historic Haiku Stairs. 
 
Mahalo for this opportunity to share our mana`o on your Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
aka the Haiku Stairs Study. 
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680 Iwilei Road Suite 690, Honolulu HI 96817  (808) 523-2900  preservation@historichawaii.org  www.historichawaii.org 

 
August 7, 2019 
 
Department of Planning and Permitting 
City and County of Honolulu 
650 South King Street 
Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96813 
 
Attention: Raymond Young, Planner 
Via email: haikustairseis@honolulu.gov    
 
 
RE:    Stairs Study, Draft Environmental Impact Statement  
  He‘eia, Ko‘olaupoko, Island of O‘ahu 
  TMK: (1) 4-6-015:011; (1) 4-6-015:007; (1) 4-6-041:005; (1) 1-1-013:003  
 
Dear Mr. Young: 
 
Historic Hawai‘i Foundation received notice of the open comment period for the Draft EIS for the 
Stairs Study and the consideration of the future disposition of the historic Stairs. As an organization 
that is concerned with the effect of the project on historic properties, HHF is providing these comments in 
accordance with Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 343, Hawai‘i Environmental Policy Act (HEPA). 
  

Interests of Historic Hawai‘i Foundation 
Historic Hawai‘i Foundation (HHF) is a statewide organization established in 1974 to encourage the 
preservation of sites, buildings, structures, objects and districts that are significant to the history of Hawai‘i.  
 

Stairs was constructed in 1942, during World War II, in support of the development of a pioneering 
radio communications system. The radio station was commissioned in 1943, and served as the primary long-
range communication system for the U.S. Navy’s Pacific Command to the end of the war.  
 

Summary of HHF Comments and Concerns 
HHF supports efforts to preserve the historic “stairway to heaven” and the repair and rehabilitation of the 
stairs and related facilities for the use as a commemoration of the significant history associated with the 
valley and ridge.  
 
HHF opposes the proposed demolition action by the Board of Water Supply as an expedited 
solution to eliminating its liability. HHF supports the conveyance alternative as conceptually 
described within the Stairs Study. 
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Project Summary & HHF Comments 

on-going security costs that are passed on to water rate payers. 
 
Project Scope:  The Study evaluates four options: 

BWS’s Proposed Action   Total removal of the structure will 
 ridgeline from 

hikers originating in Moanalua Valley. This action will eliminate non-mission critical liability to BWS 
 achieved, then 

 

No Action Alternative: -is” with the land and structure remaining under 
BWS ownership. As required under the HEPA rules, the No-Action Alternative must be assessed as 
the baseline against which all other alternatives are measured. No improvements will be made. 

Partial Removal Alternative: 
approximately 1,000 feet of stair 
The rest of the stair segments will remain in place, including stair segments beyond the top of the 
ridge. Partial removal of the structure 
Valley, but will not deter access to the ridgeline from hikers originating in Moanalua Valley. 

Conveyance Alternative:  
structure as well as the property the structure is situated on, either through transfer to a more 
qualified government entity, or by selling the property to a responsible private interest. 

-BWS owned lands may be 
retained by the underlying landowner. The sale or transfer alternative presents more challenges than 
the Proposed Action. A willing buyer from the private sector or a willing agency from the City or 
the State 
approvals would need to be obtained from the City and State. The Conveyance Alternative assumes 
that the transferee 
scenario. 

  
Identification of Historic Resources:   
Any project with potential to affect historic properties must first include identification of the historic 
resource, evaluation of its significance, evaluation of the proposed project’s potential effect on those 
resources, and commitments to avoid, minimize and mitigate any potential adverse effect. 
 
The Hawai‘i State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) responded to BWS’s submittal in accordance with 
HRS 6E-8 submittal. SHPD’s March 14, 2019 letter states: 

 
“The Stairs was built in the 1940’s, is defined as a historic property per 6E-2, HRS, and 
retains its historic integrity.  The Intensive Level Survey (ILS) report identified Stairs as 
eligible for listing on the State and National Register of Historic Places under criteria A and C.  The 
SHPD agrees with the finding of the ILS report.” 
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“Per 13-275-7, HAR, the project will have an effect on significant historic properties, the effects will 
potentially be harmful, and therefore SHPD concurs with BWS’s determination of “Effect with 
proposed mitigation commitments”.  
 
The SHPD strives to preserve Hawai‘i’s historic resources and the SHPD’s preferred alternative 
would be to keep the Stairs and apply the Secretary of the interior Standards to restore 
damaged sections of the stairs.” 

 
 
DEIS Evaluation of the Alternatives: 
 
Chapter 6.4 of the DEIS analyses in considerable detail the steps necessary to achieve the Conveyance 
Alternative.  DEIS section 6.6 contains a summary comparison of the Proposed Action and Alternatives by 
Project Objectives (Table 6-14) which clearly illustrates that the Conveyance Alternative acheives the highest 
overall score, well above the Proposed Action. 
 
HHF agrees that the preferred alternative for the treatment of the historic Stairs is to pursue 
the Conveyance Alternative.  HHF supports the final development and eventual implementation of 
the Conveyance Alternative. 
 
 
Very truly yours, 

     
 
Kiersten Faulkner, AICP 
Executive Director      
 
Copies via email: 
 Board of Water Supply 
 City and County of Honolulu 

630 South Beretania Street, Honolulu, HI 96843 
Attn: Kathleen Pahinui, BWS Public Information Officer 

 haikustairseis@hbws.org  
 
 G70 

111 S. King Street, Suite 170 
Honolulu, HI 96813 
Attn: Jeff Overton, AICP 
haikustairs@g70.design  







To: haikustairs@g70.design 

CC: chair@sierraclub.org, lauren.watanabe@sierraclub.org, csoares48@gmail.com 

CC: jodi.malinoski@sierraclub.org, marti.townsend@sierraclub.org, 808nateyuen@gmail.com 

Subject: Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Haiku Stairs 

To whom it may concern:

The Sierra Club O‘ahu Group is concerned about the Haiku Stairs being torn down. Here are our 

comments and questions. 

COMMENTS

1) The Haiku Stairs should be preserved. It is well-known and attracts both locals and visitors. It 

is unique — no other hiking trail on Oahu is remotely similar. There are fantastic views all along 

the way and the stairs have a long history. To quote a recent editorial by Vernon Ansdell and 

Jay Silberman, the stairs “have been determined to be eligible for listing in the National Register 

of Historic Places, because of their integral role in the defense of the Pacific during WWII. 

Experts in botany and natural history have described the Stairs hike as unique in the Hawaiian 

islands, for several reasons. It would be an incalculable loss of an irreplaceable recreational, 

educational, historic and cultural resource.” 

2) Managing the stairs has been done before with little or no difficulty. Again quoting Silberman

— “Think about what was involved when the U.S. Coast Guard Omega Station did it in the 

1980s: hikers parked in the parking lot next to the main building, filled out a sign-in sheet, and

walked over to the Stairs. That’s it. The station and parking lot were open during the day, so no 

one had a reason to park on neighbors’ lawns and sneak up at night. During the six years that

the Stairs were open, an estimated 20,000 people a year climbed it, with no supervision, and no 

impact on the neighbors.”

3) No one has been killed or seriously injured while hiking the stairs. This is an amazing record 

for a trail that has been drawing hikers for over three decades. People have been very careful 

because of the obvious danger if they fell off the stairs. 



4) The City spent almost $800,000 fixing the stairs (and replacing the railings) over a decade

ago. It has spent about $170,000 a year for the past several years to post guards at the gate 

near the end of Haiku Road. All of this money should go to making the stairs available to the

public! And if the stairs are torn down, it will cost the city almost 3 million dollars. This money 

could be used to create a hiking trail that would draw tens of thousands of people a year

without annoying the residents who live near the trailhead. 

5) If the City won’t maintain the stairs, perhaps another government agency will. DLNR comes 

to mind. They have a lot of experience in managing trails (think Na Ala Hele). The stairs lead up 

to the Koolau Summit Trail (KST) and could be part of an all-day hiking experience unlike any 

other in the state. Up the stairs, along the KST, down Middle Ridge and out along the 

Kamananui Valley road would be an unparalleled recreational experience. 

Another possibility: again quoting Ansdell and Silberman, “If BWS can’t be troubled to manage

the Stairs, hire a contractor to do it, and collect entrance fees to cover all operating, 

maintenance, security and management costs, as well as all potential liability. The state collects

hundreds of thousands of dollars per year from entrance fees to Diamond Head State 

Monument.”

6) The concerns the City has expressed about liability are overblown (again, no deaths or 

serious injuries in over 3 decades of hiking by everyone from first time hikers to experienced 

mountaineers). Liability should not be the primary consideration in deciding whether to 

preserve the stairs or not. The State’s experience with Diamond Head State Park and Manoa 

Falls Trail (the two most hiked trails on Oahu) should put to rest any concerns that the City has. 

7) Oahu’s trails are being inundated by an unprecedented number of hikers. We had almost 

10,000,000 visitors to the state in 2018.  The situations at Maunawili Falls Trail and Kuliouou

Ridge Trail and Mariner’s Ridge indicate that we need more, not fewer, popular trails. Haiku 

Stairs could be an attraction that helps alleviate the foot traffic on our most popular trails, thus

taking some of the pressure off a resource that was not made to handle so many people. 

QUESTIONS 

1) Have other governmental agencies (besides the Board of Water Supply) been asked about

their interest in “taking over” the stairs? 



2) Have non-profits been asked about their interest in managing the stairs (for example, the

Friends of Haiku Stairs)? 

3) Has anyone from the City hiked similar trails in other states or foreign countries? Have they 

seen how those states and countries managed that recreational resource? 

4) Has the City made an offer to the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands to swap land that can 

be used for housing for the land that DHHL owns in Haiku Valley (courtesy of the US

government when Coast Guard Omega Station closed down) and which is unsuitable for 

housing?

5) Has the City considered selling the stairs to a third party (such as Trust for Public Land) which

would transfer the stairs to another government entity or non-profit or public-private 

partnership (PPP)? 

6) Has the City considered reviving the Coast Guard method from the 80’s — i.e. renovating the 

parking lot and main building of the former Coast Guard facility to allow hikers to park there so

that neighbors would not be inconvenienced? 

7) Has the City considered using the Diamond Head State Park model — charging for parking 

($5 per vehicle) or walking in ($1)? These monies could be used exclusively to maintain the 

stairs and provide a great visitor experience. 

8) There is a serious shortage of funding to protect and maintain our natural resources. With

almost 10,000,000 visitors last year, DLNR needs more resources just to maintain, much less 

improve, the visitor experience. This doesn’t even count the number of locals who also use the

resource base. Has the City considered turning the stairs over to the State to use as a revenue 

source (similar to Diamond Head)?

9) Serious thought should be given to increasing DLNR’s budget for trail maintenance.  Our trails 

are being hammered by the onslaught of hikers (I am a trail maintainer and see the damage 

done to the trails).  Has legislation been introduced to take a part of the Hawaii Tourism 

Authority’s annual budget of $82M and give it to DLNR to maintain our hiking trails? 

10) Has the City considered convening a meeting of interested parties in resolving this

situation? Representatives from the Board of Water Supply, DHHL, DLNR, the Friends of Haiku 



Stairs, Sierra Club, Hawaiian Trail and Mountain Club, Trust for Public Land, City attorneys, State

attorneys should sit down and talk to each other about possible solutions. This would cost very 

little and some innovative ideas might come out of this get-together. It is worth a try. The Haiku

Stairs is a unique resource and definitely worth saving. 

The Sierra Club looks forward to your response.  

Mahalo,

Randy Ching, Service Trip Coordinator 

Sierra Club of Hawai‘i 













August 27, 2019 

Ernest Y. W. Lau, P.E. 
Manager and Chief Engineer 
Board of Water Supply 
City and County of Honolulu 
630 South Beretania Street 
Honolulu, HI 96843 

Aloha Ernest Lau,  

Mahalo for the opportunity to provide a response to Ha’ik  Stairs Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement.  KAILOA, INC.  is the licensee of the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands and supports Ke 
Kula O Samuel M Kamakau, a public charter school.  

The safety of our students, staff and families are at-risk as long as the stairs continue to exist, even 
under the alternatives provided in the EIS.  

● Trespassers consistently come onto the school campus, at times threatening and harassing 
students and staff.  

● Trespassers park alongside the state access road accessible from Ha’ik  Road and K neki, 
regardless of posted signs at the entry.  

● Trespassers have damaged the entry gate when gates are locked after hours.  
● The school has experienced property damage (cutting of fences) in order to get to the stairs.  
● The School has experienced repetitive unsanitary conditions including litter,  human fecal matter 

and other biohazards left by trespassers. 

The burden continuously falls on the school to address trespassers and the damage they cause on a daily 
basis.  The school spends staff time and thousands of dollars a year to address these issues, which 
ultimately takes away from the educational needs of students.  Secondly, it poses an unnecessary 
liability for our organization and the school.  This is completely unacceptable.  

We do however feel strongly that it is critical to restore the integrity of the natural watershed through 
the removal of invasive species that have spread due to the lack of active management over the past 
years. As identified within the EIS, the accelerated introduction of invasive species due to trespassers 
has created a vector for continuous detriment to the ecological integrity of the Ha’ik  mountain range. 

If you have any questions, please contact me at hawaiianstyle@rocketmail.com  

Mahalo,  

Robert Kealoha Domingo  
Board Chair 

Mahalo,
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Request for Proposals  Page 1 
Management and Operation of the  
Haiku Stairs, Haiku Valley, Kaneohe 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

Introduction 
 
The City and County of Honolulu, through the Department of Design and Construction, 
is seeking proposals from qualified  individuals or non-profit entities to manage and 
operate the City’s Haiku Stairs Trail (Stairs) in Haiku Valley, Kaneohe.  The Stairs are 
not envisioned to be a source of revenue for the City, or a profit center for the winning 
contractor.  However, the Stairs are expected to be self-supporting in generating adequate 
revenues to cover all operating, maintenance, and management costs associated with it as 
much as is feasible. The City plans to award a management contract for a five (5) year 
period with the option of extending the contract for additional five (5)-year periods to the 
successful Proposer. 
 

Scope of Services 
 

1. The Proposer will assume all responsibilities for the public communications, daily 
operation, and maintenance of the Stairs. 

 
2. The Proposer shall present a financial plan that describes the annual financial 

payments to, or financial contributions required from, the City to manage and 
operate the Stairs. 

 
3. The Proposer shall propose a Community Use and Benefits Plan that presents the 

a.) availability of the Stairs to the community; b.) user fee assessments; and c.) 
benefits to the community. 

 
4. The Proposer shall describe any other consideration, opportunities, or options 

viewed as enhancing its response to this RFP. 
 

Other Elements of Proposal 
 
The Proposer shall include with its proposal a copy of the individual’s or organization’s 
most recent audited financial statements or other information satisfactory and acceptable 
to the City, evidencing the Proposer’s financial stability.  The Proposal shall include a 
description of the organization, its experience, and key personnel and/or board members. 
 

Proposer’s Responsibilities 
 

The successful Proposer will assume management, operating, and financial responsibility 
related to the following: 
 
1. Renovations, alterations, changes, or modifications, if any, to the facilities.  All 

such proposed to be undertaken by the Contractor shall have the prior written 
approval of the City.   
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2. The management and repair of all equipment, to include equipment furnished by 
the Proposer or City’s equipment installed at the facilities. 

 
3. Management, operations, and public communications concerning the Stairs. 
 
4.  Payment of utilities to include but not limited to electricity and/or gas, and 

telephones. 
 
5. Cleaning and maintenance of all facilities and equipment. 
 
6. Maintenance of appropriate level of security to protect the facility, employees, 

and the Stairs’ users.  
 
7. Provision and operations of customer service amenities, if any, such as a visitor 

center, locker rentals, restrooms, etc.  [This depends upon what types of facilities 
the City provides, which may depend on how the DHHL land issue is resolved.] 

 
8. For the term of the agreement, and any renewals or extensions thereof, the 

Proposer will procure and maintain all insurance to cover the operations under the 
contract that may be required under laws, ordinances, or rules and regulations of 
any governmental authority [Does State law protect a non-profit operating the 
Stairs from lawsuits, as I have heard claimed?], including but not limited to the 
coverage below: 

 
 a. Workers' Compensation and Employer s Liability Insurance.  The 

CONSULTANT shall maintain workers' compensation and employer's 
liability insurance.  Workers' compensation coverage shall be in accordance 
with State statutes.  Employer's liability coverage shall provide limits of not 
less than $500,000 each accident for bodily injury by accident or $500,000 
each employee, $500,000 aggregate, for bodily injury by disease. 

 
 b. Commercial General and Umbrella Liability Insurance.  The Proposer shall 

maintain commercial general liability (CGL), and if necessary, commercial 
umbrella insurance with a limit of not less than $5,000,000 each occurrence 
and general aggregate, and at  least $5,000,000 Products/Completed 
operations aggregate.  Such insurance shall cover liability arising from 
premises, operations, (including liquor liability, as appropriate) independent 
contractors, products-completed operations and personal injury  and 
advertising liability, as well as liability assumed under an  insured contract 
(including the tort liability of another assumed in a business contract). The 
policy(ies) shall contain a waiver of subrogation against the City, and shall 
contain the standard ISO separation of insured’s provision  (or equivalent) to 
provide cross liability coverage.  CGL insurance shall be written on ISO 
occurrence form, CG 00 01 (or a substitute form providing equivalent 
coverage).  The CITY shall be included as an additional insured under the 
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CGL using ISO additional insured endorsement CG 20 10 (or equivalent) 
and under the commercial umbrella, if any.   

 
 c. Business Automobile and Umbrella Liability Insurance.  The Proposer shall 

maintain business auto liability (including no-fault coverage), and if 
necessary, commercial umbrella liability insurance with a limit of not less 
than $5,000,000 each accident.  Such insurance shall cover liability arising 
out of any auto (including owned, hired, and nonowned autos) used by the 
Proposer in the performance of the Agreement.  Business auto coverage 
shall be written on ISO form CA 00 01, CA 00 05, CA 00 12, CA 00 20, or 
a substitute form providing equivalent liability coverage.  If necessary, the 
policy shall be endorsed to provide contractual liability coverage. 

 
 d. Property Insurance.   The Proposer shall maintain property insurance 

covering all real and personal property, including improvements, 
furnishings, fixtures, and equipment, and property provided or installed by 
the City, against all risks of loss or damage including perils of vandalism 
and malicious mischief, with limits equal to the replacement value of the 
property.  [Is this appropriate, really?  Seems like this would be an 
unnecessary burden  for contractor.] 

 
 e. The insurance specified above shall: 
 

i. Provide that such insurance is primary coverage with respect to all 
insureds and that any insurance (or self-insurance) carried by the CITY 
shall be excess and noncontributing; 

 
ii. Be provided by insurers authorized to do business in the State of 

Hawaii, and with a current Best's rating of not less that A- VII (or 
equivalent), subject to approval of the CITY; 

 
iii. Not be terminated, canceled, not renewed or substantially changed 

without thirty (30) days' prior written notice to the CITY, except for 
nonpayment of premium. 

 
 f. Certificates of Insurance 
 

 i. The Proposer will provide and thereafter maintain current certificates 
of insurance, prepared by a duly authorized agent, or if requested, 
copies of the policies evidencing the insurance in effect at all times 
during the term of the Agreement as required herein to the CITY, upon 
execution of the Agreement. 

 
ii. Certificates shall show the Certificate Holder as the City and County 

of Honolulu, and be delivered to the Director of Budget and Fiscal 
Services, 530 South King Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813. 
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9.  The Proposer shall hold harmless indemnify and defend the City, elected and 

appointed officials, employees, guests, concessionaires and agents, from any and 
all damages to persons or property resulting from or alleged to result from the 
operations and activities of the Proposer, it employees, agents, subcontractors, or 
invitees, or arising under this contract.  The Proposer shall also hold harmless, 
indemnify, and defend the City, its elected and appointed officials, employees, 
guests, concessionaires and agents from any losses or damages which should arise 
due to failure of any utility service or any act causing interruption of the 
Proposer’s operation outside the control of the City. 

 
10. The Proposer shall prepare and submit monthly and annual financial and 

operating reports, detailing gross revenues derived from the operation of the 
facility in a form agreed to by the City. 

 
11. The Proposer shall prepare an annual business plan describing the marketing, 

management, and operating proposal for the Stairs for the ensuing year. 
 
12. The Proposer shall have readily available complete and up-to-date financial 

records, related to this project, accessible for inspection and audit by the City or 
its independent auditors. 

 
13. All signs, if any, shall comply with all ordinances and laws relating to advertising 

and signage and be approved by  the City, prior to installation and use.  The 
Proposer is advised that  the placement of outdoor advertising, if seen from 
roadways is subject to specific State statutes. 

  
City Rights and Responsibilities 

 
1. During the term of the contract, the City reserves the right to: 
  

a. Review and approve all fees related to the activities of the facility. 
 
b. Review the Contractor’s annual operations plan and budget. 
 
c. Review any and all financial records. 
 
d. Conduct audit of books, provided the City gives reasonable notice. 

 
e. Review and approve all use and service agreements and subcontracts prior 

to execution by Contractor. 
 
f. Undertake any renovation, repair, or maintenance activity or function 

when in the City’s sole discretion, such work is deemed necessary to 
preserve property and make improvements, such as landscaping. If such 
work is  required of the Contractor (directly or through subcontract), and 
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the Contractor’s performance is delinquent, incomplete or inadequate, the 
City may charge  and the contractor shall pay  the City’s reasonable costs 
incurred for such work together with any liquidated damages. 

 
2. Neither the contract nor any of the requirements, rights, or privileges may be 

transferred by the successful Proposer without the express written consent of the 
City, which may be withheld within the sole discretion of the City.   

 
3. The City does not accept any liability or responsibility, in whole or in part, for 

any damage, which any machinery or equipment; or any injury to any employee, 
agent, representative, assignee, guest, or customer of the Proposer, regardless of 
cause, may sustain. 

 
Term of Contract 

 
The term of the contract shall be for a period of five (5) years with the option to extend 
the contract for additional five-year terms mutually agreeable to the City and the 
Contractor.  The contract period shall begin on the date designated by the City in its 
“Notice to Proceed.”    Renewal of the contract beyond the initial five-year period is 
contingent upon the City issuing a request to the Contractor to renew the contract for 
another five years, City Counsel consent, satisfaction of all the terms and conditions of 
the contract, and no default of any of the terms and conditions of the contract. 
 
 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 

The City 
 
The City and County of Honolulu is a combined jurisdiction, encompassing the island of 
Oahu, the business and government center for the State of Hawaii.  Oahu is 597 square 
miles in size and the home to approximately 876,000 residents, nearly 75 percent of the 
State’s population. 
 

Hiking Community 
 

Hiking is very popular with local residents as well as visitors to the islands, since  
Hawaii’s moderate climate and weather permits comfortable hiking year-round.  There 
are presently over 80 hiking trails on Oahu varying skill level from easy to difficult.  
Although officially closed to the public since 1986, the Haiku Stairs has been a very 
popular hiking trail with an estimated 20,000 or more hikers per year traversing it during 
its peak use when the U.S. Coast Guard permitted hiking on the Stairs.  
 

Site Description 
 
The Haiku Stairs has superb panoramic views of the lush Haiku Valley, past Ahuimanu 
and Puu Maelieli toward Kualoa, and a spectacular windward panorama from Puu Piei 
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(Kahana Valley) to Makapuu Point (past Waimanalo).  The frequent disappearance of the 
Stairs through the clouds has perhaps led to its other name, "Stairway to Heaven," being 
coined. 
 

 
 

 
The Haiku Stairs is a series of galvanized steel ships' ladders, seven steps each, that were 
linked together in 1955 to give access to microwave transmission facilities near the top of 
Puu Keahi a Kahoe and to maintain the anchorages of the antenna cables which once 
were used by the Omega Station to transmit low frequency signals to enable ships and 
ocean-going vessels to safely navigate. The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) ended Omega 
Station operations in September of 1997, lowered and removed the six antenna cables 
which were strung above the valley, and cleaned up several debris areas remaining from 
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the Navy's occupation (1940s-1970s). Recent technological innovations in our satellite-
based geographic positioning system (GPS) made obsolete this network of eight Omega 
Stations located throughout the country, including the station here in Hawaii. 
 
The stairs begin in a wooded area about 25 yards mauka (South) of a point about 200 
yards in along the H-3 access road. This restricted-access, asphalt road is beneath the H-3 
Interstate Highway and contours at the base of the cliffs. It was built to allow the 
completion of the highway in 1996-7.   The 2,120-foot ascent trail is entirely a metal 
stairway which ascends the cliffs along the southern rim. Portions of the stairs have 
seriously deteriorated, or are missing entirely.  However, the repair of the Haiku Stairs, 
including replacement of the missing sections, is presently under way. 
 
The stairs are comprised of approximately eight-foot segments which are interlinked by 
hooks and anchored by spikes driven into the mountainside. A pair of hollow steel-tube 
railings, an average of 18 - 24 inches apart, are bolted to each segment. The step spacing 
is manageable, but this is equivalent to about a 60 - 90 minute continuous work-out on a 
"stair-climber" machine.  The grade of the ascent ranges from completely flat to nearly 
vertical. However, the majority remains above a 45-degree gradient. 
 
The ascent pauses at six flat spots where the antenna anchorages were located.  Near the 
third of these flattened areas (approx. elev. 2,480 ft.)there is an abandoned concrete 
structure which housed the antenna's winching equipment.  The topmost flattened area is 
the peak called Puu Keahi a Kahoe (elev. 2,720 ft), and this is as far as the City has 
contracted to repair the stairs.   This peak is intended to be the terminus of the trail. On it 
is an abandoned concrete structure on which is mounted a pair of parabolic-dish 
antennae. To the right (west) of the building and immediately down is the Koolau crest 
toward Moanalua Valley. The peak to the left (south) of and not far from the concrete 
structure is the terminus of the Moanalua Middle Ridge (part of the Keahi a Kahoe Trail). 
 
 

RFP PROCESS 
 

Schedule 
 

1.  Request for Proposals Schedule -- The City anticipates the following schedule for 
this Request for Proposals process.  Please note that the schedule is subject to 
change without notice. 

 
10/01/2001 Request for Proposals Issued 
10/08/2001 Pre-proposal conference 
10/31/2001 Proposals due 
11/30/2001 Evaluation Panel completes proposal review 
12/05/2001 Proposers qualified for priority list notified 
12/31/2001 Best and final offers due (if necessary) 
01/15/2002 Proposal selected 
01/22/2002 Winning proposer notified 
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2.  Pre-proposal Meeting -- All interested parties are invited to attend a Pre-proposal 

meeting on October 8, 2001 at 1:00 PM at the Mayor’s Conference Room on the 
third floor of Honolulu Hale, 530 South King Street, Honolulu, Hawaii.  This 
meeting will be held to familiarize potential bidders with the scope of services 
and project site, and to answer questions regarding the requirements of the 
Request for Proposals .  Attendance at this meeting is not mandatory; however, it 
is strongly recommended that each prospective proposer attend the pre-proposal 
meeting. 

 
3.  Evidence of Timely Submittal -- Proposals must be received no later than October 

30, 2001 at 4:00 PM, Hawaiian Standard Time and must bear the Department of 
Budget and Fiscal Service’s time stamp to document timely submittal.  Proposals 
that are not time stamped or time-stamped after the specified submittal deadline 
will be rejected and shall be returned to the Proposer unopened.  The City will not 
be liable or responsible for any late delivery for whatever reason. 

 
4.  Cost of Responding to This RFP -- Proposers are responsible for all costs incurred 

in the preparation and submission of documents, presentations, and attendance at 
meetings and any other work required as part of this RFP and are not entitled to 
any payment or reimbursement for such costs.  Proposers are cautioned that while 
it is the City’s intention to form a public/private partnership, the City may at its 
option, not accept any of  the Proposers’ proposals if it is not in the interest of the 
City to do so.  Proposers are therefore cautioned that they are assuming risk by 
participating in this RFP. 

 
5. Other Conditions of This RFP 
 

a.  This RFP is only an invitation to submit proposals and does not commit 
the City in any way to enter into any final agreement or to proceed with 
the proposed project.   

 
b.  The City disclaims any revenue, sales, sales, income, cost, or other 

financial estimate, percentage, or amount any any patronage estimate or 
amount whether made in this RFP or any other document or in any 
discussions, negotiations, or communications an officer, employee, or 
agent of the City has had or may have in the future with any Proposer, 
prospective Proposer, or other party, and makes no warranty, guaranty, or 
representation of any kind whatsoever, express, or implied, with respect to 
such estimates, percentages, or amounts. 

 
Reservation Of Rights To The City 

 
The City expressly reserves the right at any time, and from time to time, and for its own 
convenience, to do  any or all of the following: 
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1.  Waive or correct any immaterial defect or technical error in any response, 
proposal, or procedure, as part of the RFP. 

 
2.  Request that certain or all responders to this RFP supplement or modify all or 

certain aspects of the information or proposal submitted.   
 
3.  Reissue a Request for Proposals. 
 
4.  Procure any service by any other means. 
 
5.  Modify the selection procedure, the scope of services, the proposed program, or 

the required responses.   
 
6.  Extend deadlines for accepting responses, requesting amendments to responses 

after expiration of deadlines, or approving final agreements. 
 
7.  Request for best and final offers. 
 
 

PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS AND FORMAT 
 

General Requirements 
 
The response to the RFP items must present the Proposer’s proposal in sufficient detail 
and information to demonstrate how the Proposer proposes to conform to the 
requirements.  It is recognized that proposals submitted in response to this RFP may 
contain technical, financial, or other data whose public disclosure would cause substantial 
injury to a Proposer’s competitive position.  Therefore, Proposers should specifically 
identify those pages of the proposal which contain such information by properly marking 
the applicable pages “Confidential” on every copy submitted.  The City assumes no 
liability for disclosure or use of unmarked data for any purpose. 
 
The response shall consist of two separate documents (1) an executive summary and (2) 
the proposal.  The response shall be typed, double-spaced, on eight and one-half inches 
by eleven inches (8-1/2” x 11”) sheets of paper. 
  
The preparation of each document shall be as required in the following subsections.  
Submittals that shall fail to be precise, factual, and complete will be rejected.  Responses 
to all items shall fully address the qualifications and contributions of each member to 
demonstrate that the collective experiences enable the Proposer to qualify for 
participation in the project.  The responses shall clearly delineate which member has 
which experience, qualification, etc. so that the City can thoroughly evaluate the 
responses.  While it may be desirable, it is not a requisite that members have worked 
together on other past or ongoing projects and nothing in this RFP shall be so construed.  
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Organization of Proposal 
 

The following is a description and outline of the proposal’s contents:  
 
1.  Executive Summary -- The Executive Summary shall summarize the information 

contained in the proposal and may be prepared in the format of choice.  The City 
intends to distribute the Executive Summary to public officials and 
representatives of public interest groups.  The Proposer shall not include in the 
Executive Summary any data that in the Proposer’s judgment are considered to be 
confidential in nature.  The Executive Summary shall not contain any price, cost, 
or economic data.  The City assumes no liability for disclosure or use of 
confidential data presented in the Executive Summary. 

 
2. Organization name and information 

a.  Name 
b.  Address 
c.  Telephone and FAX numbers 
d. Representative of Organization 
e. Copy of Organization’s State-approved Non-profit Registration  
f..  Organization’s Members 
g.  Date Organization Established 
h.  Organization’s Annual Reports for the Last Three Years 

 
3. Experience 

a.  Resume of all major officers in the organization 
b.  Description of any projects Proposer has been, or is presently involved in, 

brief description(s) of the project(s), and the nature of its involvement 
c.  Description of projects that the Proposer has failed to complete in the past 

five (5) years and explanation of circumstances 
d.  Any lawsuits in which the Proposer was or is involved in within the past 

five (5) years and the nature of such involvement. 
 
4. Financial capability -- History of Proposer’s successes and its ability to: 
 

a.  Meet daily operational contingencies specifically with respect to cash and 
working capital 

 
b.  Provide for capital improvements to be undertaken during operation of the 

Stairs when necessary 
 
5. Business plan -- Description of the following: 
 

a.  Facility usage – proposed policy, procedures and rationale for issuing 
permits (if any) for use of the facilities 

 
b.  Event schedules (if any) – Event scheduling of the facility 
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c.  Maintenance plan – Landscaping, rare and endanger plant protection, and 

routine and preventive maintenance for the entire trail and all building 
systems and equipment  

 
d.  Financial management – revenue and expenditure controls 

 
e.  Security plan – Appropriate level of security procedures to protect the 

facility, employees, and the user public 
 

f.  Equipment – listing of all equipment, if any, planned for installation and 
use 

 
g. Income Generation Plan – Description of income opportunities to support 

the operations of the facility.  The following list is not exclusive, and the 
Proposer is encouraged to suggest other income sources: 

 
i.  User fees (ordinance amendment required) 

 
ii.  Admission fees  (ordinance amendment required) 

 
iii.  Parking fees (ordinance amendment required) 

 
iv.  Contracts – Revenue generating activities such as outings 

(ordinance amendment required) 
 

v.  Rental fees – Special use of facilities by diverse types of groups, 
including weddings (ordinance amendment required) 

 
vi.  Concession income – a food and/or beverage concession may be 

available.  The Contractor shall have exclusive right to operate 
concessions, consistent with  the City’s concession policies, 
including but not limited to food and non-liquor beverages and 
merchandise and souvenir sales.  (The City presently has an 
exclusive agreement with Pepsi for the distribution of its products 
on all City premises, including food concessions and vending 
machines.) 

 
vii.  Communication antenna siting – Placement of communication 

equipment and antennae may be permitted, but would require a 
variety of permits and approvals from the City and other 
government agencies. 

 
viii.  Sponsorships – For events and activities, if any, held at the facility, 

including the right to solicit a “Title Sponsor” for the naming of 
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the facility (i.e., the “Starbuck’s Stairway to Heaven”) (ordinance 
amendment required).  

 
6.  Management and staffing plan 
 

a. Identification of key management personnel that will be directly 
responsible to manage and operate the Haiku Stairs, to include: 

 
i.  Name and position 

 
(a.).  Management responsibilities 

 
(b.)  Relevant experience and qualifications 

 
(c.)  Percentage of time to be dedicated to the Haiku Stairs 

 
ii.  Listing of number and types of employees to be employed and 

identification of those that would be full-time and part-time 
  
7. Community use and benefits -- Presentation of how the local community will 

have access to the Haiku Stairs and benefit from it, including: 
 

a.  Availability of the Stairs for the community vis-à-vis out-of-state visitors 
b. User fee assessments 
c. Benefits to the community  

 
8.  Other proposed uses, if any 
 
 

EVALUATION AND SELECTION OF PROPOSAL 
 

Evaluation Criteria 
 

All proposals received will be evaluated based upon the responses to the following 
criteria.  The relative importance of each criterion is specified in parentheses at the end of 
each item (weighting). 
 
1.  Experience, qualifications, financial capability and resources in management, 

operations, maintenance, and promotion of a similar type, or other type, of public 
facility or enterprise as the Haiku Stairs. (35%)   

 
2.  Management, Operations, and Business Plan to operate and maintain the Haiku 

Stairs. (35%)  
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3. Community Use and Benefits Plan, which describes: (1) availability of the Haiku 
Stairs for the community; (2) priority to be given to the community; (3) user fee 
assessments; and (4) benefits to the community. (15%) 

 
4.  Financial Contribution to be annually provided to, or required from the City to 

operate, maintain and improve the Haiku Stairs, during the term of  the contract. 
(15%) 

 
 

Evaluation Panel 
 
The City will establish an Evaluation Panel to assist in the evaluation of proposals 
received in response to this RFP.  The final selection of individual(s) or entity(ies) to be 
awarded contracts, if any award is made, according to the following: 
 
1.  All responsive and responsible Proposers who submit acceptable proposals are 

eligible for the priority list. 
 
2.  Discussions, if any, with Proposers will  be limited to only priority-listed 

Proposers. 
 
3.  If numerous acceptable proposals are submitted, the City may rank the proposals 

and limit discussion, if any, to at least three Proposers who submit the highest-
ranked proposals.   

 
4.  Proposers are cautioned that discussions may not be conducted and an award may 

be made on acceptance of the most favorable initial proposal. 
 
5.  If deemed appropriate or necessary by the panel, the panel may request from the 

priority-listed Proposers a request for the best and final offers.  
 

Contract Award 
 
An award shall be made to the responsive and responsible Proposer whose offer is 
deemed to be the most advantageous to the City, considering the evaluation criteria 
specified herein.  The award will be made after receipt of Certification of Insurance or 
other documentation required under the requirements and terms and conditions of this 
RFP.   
 

Terms and Conditions of Agreement 
 
A form of the proposed Agreement is attached hereto and made part of this RFP.  The 
City anticipates the inclusion of the provisions stated in the proposed form of Agreement.  
The City also acknowledges and discloses that the proposed form of Agreement is not 
intended as a complete summary of the terms and conditions that the City may require in 
the final Agreement for this project and that provisions may be added or changed during 
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the RFP process.  The Contractor shall be responsible at its cost for ensuring compliance 
with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations related to this project. 
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Introduction

Meeker & Associates, Inc. and sub-consultants were retained by Wilson Okamoto Corporation to provide planning

and design services for the City and County of Honolulu, Hawaii, to analyze existing conditions at the Ha'ikü

Stairs, meet with respective government officials and staff, design a safety and warning sign plan, review warning

design and text with legal and safety communications specialists, and make recommendations on related interpre-

tive signing to enhance and enrich the experience for trail users.

This project began with a field review of the Ha'ikü Stairs and project review meetings by Donald Meeker and

Bruce Hopkins the week of May 19-23, 2003.

This report summarizes the findings from the field review and provides final recommendations on warning con-

tent, supporting interpretive exhibits, panel design and structures.

Design Team

John Sakaguchi, Planner, Wilson Okamoto Corporation

Donald T. Meeker, Principal, Meeker & Associates, Inc.

Christopher O’Hara, Senior Designer, Meeker & Associates, Inc.

Bruce Hopkins, Interpretive Planner and Writer, Meeker & Associates, Inc.

Paul Winick, Esq., Attorney, Thelen Reid & Priest, LLP

Everett Wingert, Cartographer, University of Hawaii

Michael S. Wogalter, Ph.D., Human Factors & Safety Communications, North Carolina State Univ.
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Statement of Understanding

The Ha'ikü Stairs were originally constructed for employee access to a communications antenna network and a

microwave facility located in the Ko'olau Mountains.  In 2002, the City of Honolulu extensively repaired and reha-

bilitated the stairs and replaced deteriorated sections.  Although closed to the public, the stairs have become an

“underground” destination for hikers wishing to experience the views from the trail and summit. Many hikers have

been entering through holes in the fence that surrounds the facility.  

The City plans to open the Ha'ikü Stairs as a recreational and educational facility after appropriate safety warnings

are posted to help ensure that unqualified visitors do not attempt to climb the trail and that people who do climb

the stairs are doing so in a way that is safe for themselves, other hikers, and the surrounding landscape.  By provid-

ing clear information on safe use of the trail, it is the intent of the City to minimize accidents and reduce the num-

ber of people who attempt to climb the stairs but are physically incapable of doing so. Hikers should be made

aware that there are risks, and those climbing are doing so with full knowledge of the potential hazards.
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Proposed Process for Review, Analysis and Design

1. Field Review and Analysis: The proposed design process will entail the physical experience of climb-

ing the Ha'ikü Stairs and observing others using the trail to understand potential hazards.  In this process, aspects

of the climbing experience and sections of the trail will be photographed and specific differences noted by section

of the stairs.  This review will be augmented with the experience of City staff and frequent users.  Based on this

review, the content and location of warnings and safety procedures will be determined.  

2. Text Development: Safety warnings will be based on established principles of safety signs including use

of signal words and appropriate referential colors.  Instructions will describe hazards, the severity of the trail, pro-

cedures, and etiquette for safe use of the trail.  The editorial approach will be based on brevity, organizing the infor-

mation in logical groups, and engaging the visitor. 

3. Preliminary Design: Based on the content and organization of information and the intended sign loca-

tions, preliminary designs of warning and instructive panels will be prepared.  These panels will include text, dia-

grams, and symbols.  Panels will be sized for ease of reading by visitors standing at a normal 24” to 48” viewing dis-

tance.

4. Client Review:  A report with findings from the field review and analysis, conceptual sign content and

design, and sign location plan with implementation recommendations will be submitted to the City and County of

Honolulu for review.  

5. Specialist Review: After the concepts have been approved, they will be reviewed by both a human fac-

tors psychologist who specializes in safety warnings, and an attorney who is experienced in tort law related to pub-

lic places.

6. Structure Designs: To hold the panels, rugged, easy to maintain, vandal and weather resistant struc-

tures will be designed for display of the warning and instructive signs.

7. Final Design: Once approved by the City and County of Honolulu, final artwork will be prepared for

production of sign panels.  Structures will be engineered and specifications and drawings prepared for production.  

8. Management Plan: An inspection and maintenance procedure will be recommended to keep the

installation looking fresh and to ensure that safety markings are in place and maintained after the trail is open to the

public.
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9. Fabrication: Production documents will be provided to the City with cost estimates and recommenda-

tions on an approach to fabrication.  

10. Installation: The signs will be installed by City workers or a private contractor under the direction of

the Department of Parks and Recreation in cooperation with the Department of Design and Construction and

Wilson Okamoto Corporation.

11. Interpretive exhibits: Recommendations will be submitted for the addition of interpretive exhibits at

the landings on the trail.
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Findings, Analysis, and Recommendations

Survey:  A survey was conducted in the week of May 19-23, 2003.  Consultants Donald Meeker and Bruce Hopkins

from Meeker & Associates and John Sakaguchi of Wilson Okamoto Corporation hiked the trail and recorded exist-

ing conditions under the guidance of Terry Hildebrand DDC Project Manager,  and John Goody of Friends of

Ha'ikü Stairs.  This survey included taking photographs and measurements and making drawings of existing condi-

tions with information on specific conditions provided by Messrs Hildebrand and Goody.

Findings

Consistent Experience Bottom to Top:  Hiking the Ha'ikü Stairs is a relatively consistent experience in which the

safety of the hiker is not compromised unless the hiker is not acting in a common sense manner.  At all locations,

the hiker is always laterally protected by railings on both sides of the stairs. Deviations in the experience are limited

to a few sections that are extremely steep (99 to 115, 127 to 149, 179, 296 to 313), and in the sections from the third

landing to the summit (484 to 595) in which the stair section is wider (31-1/2” vs 22”).  

If a hiker has acrophobia, the descending process can be unnerving because the stairs are placed on the ridgeline of

the mountain.  However, descending hikers naturally hold onto both railings and look down at the steps, focusing

their attention where they place their feet.

Dangerous Conditions: Because of the consistency of the trail experience, we do not believe that there are any

“Dangers” if a person stays on the trail, heeds the warnings, and follows the recommended hiking procedures.  If a

hiker strays from the trail, the conditions can be very dangerous because of the steep ridgeline edges.  To that end,

the initial posting should inform hikers that if they leave the stairs and fall, they will incur serious injury or death

because of the very steep conditions; they must stay on the trail.  A related danger posting should warn hikers not to

retrieve a hat taken by the wind or an item they have dropped.

Warning Level Hazards: Although the conditions do not appear dangerous if a hiker takes the appropriate pre-

cautions, several warnings should be listed to minimize injury and to make the experience more rewarding if they

are heeded.  There are inherent safety hazards in the unusual nature of the stairs – the stairs are steep, may be slip-

pery, and may be exposed.  Hikers must be warned at the trailhead about the severity of the experience, including

their exposure to wind, rain, and elevation; the need to have food because of the calories burned; and the potential

for dehydration and hypothermia if they do not protect themselves.  Hikers should also be advised on what they

should take: water, sun screen, food, hat, cell phone, and their time.  To help the hiker fully understand the charac-

ter of the Ha'ikü Stairs, a trail profile diagram or map that shows the steepness of the trail along with locations of

landings and summit would be helpful.
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Advice on Hiking Smart and What Not to Do: Because climbing the stairs is such an unusual experience, it is

important to advise visitors how to “Hike Wisely.”  The assumption is that if someone is hiking smartly, they are

also safer and in greater control.  This advice will include information on slippery surfaces and cross plates, three-

point purchase at all times, proper passing procedures to ensure safety and to minimize degradation of surrounding

vegetation, use of the  “mountaineer’s step” to conserve energy, and to know when to turn back.  In addition, a few

etiquette issues need to be addressed: pack-out what you pack-in, no throwing, no yelling, no littering, and no

defacing of property.

Include the Soft Message: To keep a human face on all the admonitions, it is recommended that hikers be direct-

ed to the Friends of Ha'ikü Stairs should they want to volunteer with trail maintenance.

Reinforce the Messages on the Trail: The placement of messages along the trail should reinforce other messages

and be kept to a minimum.  These small signs should be used judiciously at landings and sparingly along the trail to

reinforce critical messages introduced in the trailhead signs with the primary purpose of: protecting the surround-

ing landscape, reminding hikers that the stairs can be very slippery, reminding hikers in the first section of the trail

(1 to 245) to turn back if the experience is becoming stressful, repeating passing procedures, plus reminders on not

littering and staying on the trail.  The slippery surface panels would be placed only on the landings where one

enters the stairs to descend.  Panels for ascending hikers would be attached to the angle frame and located at grade

level for easy view by hikers. 

Warnings about slippery conditions and the existence of cross plates are included in the trailhead warnings.  It is

our assumption that the slippery conditions are more acute when a hiker is on the descent because the hiker is

moving faster and is not gripping the rail as tightly because their hands are sliding along the rail in a more fluid

motion.  This in the only type of warning that is presented to hikers in the descending direction.  It is assumed that

the majority of ascending hikers will reach the first landing before turning back, but they should be reminded at

each landing.  It is also easier to provide this warning on the vertical railing in direct view for a hiker entering the

trail when descending than it is to provide as a stair mounted bulletin because the viewing angle is very steep and

the viewing distance is four times greater than the 24”-30” viewing distance for the ascending view.  Finally, we

strongly discourage any information display that will take a descending hiker’s attention away from looking where

they are going because unlike ascending, it is more difficult to read panels while ascending than descending.  A total

of five warnings at the landings is certainly enough.

Editorial Approach—Hazards:  The editorial approach will try to engage readers with clear headlines, brief

descriptive instructions, and augmenting symbols.  The information will be groups based on “what the hiker should
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know,” “what the hiker should take,” and how to “hike smart” to protect the hiker, other hikers, and the surround-

ing landscape.  Relative to safety, the graphics and text will incorporate clear signal words, appropriate referential

colors, a description of hazards, and the action required for safe hiking.  

Audience—Streakers, Strollers, Students:  The text, headlines, and symbols will be carefully organized for ease

of reading and understanding based on the above descriptions of warnings, instructions, and general information

to be communicated relative to the severity of the trail, procedures for safely hiking the trail, and prohibitions on

unsafe or disruptive behavior.  To address this, the signage must group or “chunk” information.  In recognition that

different people will read varying amounts, the text and graphics will be tailored to include the “streakers” who

may read only the headlines, “strollers” who will read some of the details, and “students” who will read the entire

sign.  A primary goal is to engage the nonreader.  If a hiker elects to not read the sign in detail, the graphics should

attempt to make the key issues accessible before the hiker begins the ascent.

Inform Hikers at the Trailhead and Primary Entry Point:  Multiple official and unofficial entry points require

that safety signage be placed at the trailhead.  It would also be useful if a duplicate is installed at the Hope Chapel

parking lot to advise hikers of the severity and to discourage those who are not prepared for the hike before they

start to walk one mile to read the trailhead signs.  Signage at Hope Chapel trail entrance (not included in contract)

should also include signs to identify: sign in, sign out procedure, trail hours (open 6:30  am to 6:30 p.m.), and park-

ing lot gate closure (locked at 6:30 p.m.), parking lot times and policies on Sundays (12:00 noon to 6:30 p.m.), the

availability of restrooms at Hope Chapel (no facilities on trail), and location of trailhead (one mile to trailhead [with

arrow pointing to right]).

A second temporary sign should be fabricated for placement at the Hope Chapel entrance noting that hikers may

not use the parking lot on Sunday morning.

Size and Scale—Close Proximity, Controlled View: The size of the trailhead signage should be large enough to

allow a group of hikers to stand in front of the installation and view the signs at the same time without blocking the

view of another person.  This assumes a five or six foot viewing distance, with a “poster like” display that is approx-

imately 24” wide by 48” tall, and with the various types of information including warnings, maps and procedures

displayed in an orderly way on a series of panels..  

Since hikers ascending the trail are constantly looking down at the next step, signs placed along the trail can be

small (12” x 6”) with panels mounted on the angle frame of the stairs and flagged out from the edge with adjustment

for viewing angle depending on steepness of section.  The warnings of slippery conditions for hikers descending
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will be slightly larger (12” x 12”) and mounted on each respective landing structure for full view before a hiker enters

the next section of trail.

Structure and Materials:  Sign structures will be designed to be as least intrusive as possible while being stout,

vandal resistant, weather resistant, and easy to maintain.  The structures will be steel, and since the stairs are galva-

nized, the structures will be hot dip galvanized as well.  The sign panels could be fabricated in a variety of materials:

digitally printed vinyl with vandal resistant coating mounted on a rigid panel, digitally printed graphics embedded

in fiberglass, or porcelain enamel on steel.  Porcelain enamel is recommended for the permanent installations

because it is the most durable, though it is also more expensive.  

Warnings Management:  To be effective, installations will require constant management to make sure that the

signs are not vandalized or marked with graffiti.  Sign conditions should be inspected on a regular schedule (week-

ly), and damaged signs should be replaced immediately.  Replacement signs should be stockpiled for timely replace-

ment.  If porcelain enamel is used, most markings can be removed with conventional solvents.  None of the pro-

posed sign materials can withstand gunshots.  It is recommended that all inspections and replacements should be

recorded in a management diary.  This diary becomes critical if sign conditions are questioned during an accident

inspection.  The intent is to show that the City made every effort to warn and instruct in a clear way and that these

warnings and instructions are being maintained to protect all visitors.

Recommended Map of the Trail:   Besides warning and informative signs, the design team recommends that a

map be prepared to illustrate the trail.  This would be a section view or digital terrain map to show the steep climb

and location of the landings.  The map will help hikers visualize the trail, and would be drawn in a way that will

accentuate the elevations, show the landings, and help viewers understand that the stairs are for the most part fol-

lowing a ridgeline of the mountain.  

Wayside Exhibits: Part of the initial field review and analysis workscope included a review to learn if there was an

opportunity to provide wayside exhibits at the trail landings to enhance the experience for hikers.  We believe that

the inclusion of wayside exhibits at the landings would be extremely well received by hikers.  In our talks with hik-

ers on the trail, there was a lot of interest about the facility and its history, the views, and the surrounding geology

and plant life.  A detailed review of this concept is attached in the following section.
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Review with City Officials

Project review meetings were conducted to review findings and conceptual recommendations based on the field

analysis and discussions with staff.

Staff Review:  The first review was on May 20, 2003 (10:30am, 9th Floor, DDC Conference Room) with project

staff.  The full notes from the meeting are included in a memorandum from John Sakaguchi, Wilson Okamoto.

Persons present included:

Terry Hildebrand, Planner, Department of Design & Construction

Wil Ho, Department of Parks and Recreation

Dawn Spurlin, Esq., Attorney, Corporation Counsel

Bruce Hopkins, Meeker & Associates

Donald Meeker, Meeker & Associates

John Sakaguchi, Wilson Okamoto

In this meeting, the preliminary findings of the first field review were discussed (see Findings, Analysis, and

Recommendations).

Based on the field experience and the adoption of HR-1214, the design team recommended a modification in the

workscope to reduce the proposed tort law research memorandum while retaining the attorney to evaluate the pro-

posed plan.  With the remaining resources, it was recommended that a human factors safety expert be retained to

provide a critical evaluation of the proposed signage and that a local Hawaiian cartographer be hired to create the

proposed map of the trail that would be included in the trailhead and parking lot sign installations without an

increase in the proposed contract fee.
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Review by City Officials: The second meeting was on May 23, 2003 (1:30pm, Mayor’s Conference Room, 2nd Flr

City Hall) with City department heads and project staff.  The full notes from the meeting are included in a memo-

randum from John Sakaguchi, Wilson Okamoto.

Persons present included:

Benjamin Lee, FAIA, Managing Director, City of Honolulu

David Arakawa, Esq. Corporation Counsel

William Balfour, Jr., Director, Department of Parks and Recreation

Beverly Braun, Risk Manager, Department of Budget & Fiscal Services

Terry Hildebrand, Planner, Department of Design and Construction

Craig Mayeda, Department of Parks and Recreation

Dawn Spurlin, Esq. Attorney, Corporation Counsel

Timothy Steinberger, Director, Department of Design and Construction

John Goody, Friends of Ha'ikü Stairs

Bruce Hopkins, Meeker & Associates

Donald Meeker, Meeker & Associates

Gary Okamoto, Wilson Okamoto

John Sakaguchi, Wilson Okamoto

The purpose of the meeting was to brief the Managing Director (MD) and other senior officials about the prelimi-

nary findings from the field investigation and the conceptual contents for the hazard warning signs.  The concepts

and recommendations discussed are provided in the Findings, Analysis, and Recommendations section of this

report.

A major concern of meeting participants was the installation schedule.  Although the stairs are formally closed, the

trail is heavily used by hikers.

To accommodate this concern, the design team assured the Managing Director and Corporation Counsel that every

effort would be made so appropriate warnings could be placed on the trail as soon as possible and suggested that

temporary signs could be installed until the final signs are fabricated and installed.

A copy of the original schedule and a proposed revision to the schedule as submitted on June 11, 2003 is on the fol-

lowing page.  
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Schedule

The proposed schedule for the planning and design hazardous warning signs is provided below.  

Original Contract Schedule

1 Field Study, Planning and Analysis 1 week

2 Report & Recommendations 2 week

3 Safety Sign & Structure Design 2-3 weeks

4 City Review To be determined (2?)

5 Final Design 1 week

6 Municipal Procurement Process To be determined (4?)

7 Fabrication of Structures and Panels  4-8 weeks

8 Installation 1 week

22 weeks

Because of the City’s desire to open the trail as soon as possible, the design team has combined the second and

third steps into a three-week cycle. The fabrication schedule can be reduced to four weeks if the City agrees to

install temporary panels—which will look like permanent panels(*)— and replace them with permanent porcelain

enamel panels placed in steel assemblies, eight to ten weeks later.

Revised Contract Schedule

1 Field Study, Planning, and Analysis 1 week

2-3 Report & Recommendations, Safety Sign & Structure Design 3 weeks

4 City Review 1 week

5 Final Design 1 week

7 Fabrication of Structures and Temporary Panels (*) 4 weeks

8 Installation 1 week

11 weeks total
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Ha'ikü Stairs: Preliminary Designs for Safety and Information Signs

The following material consists of the recommended texts and layouts for the trailhead signs and the small rein-

forcement message signs, or “bulletins.”  These panels cover the subjects identified in the field review and in con-

versations with City representatives.  Each panel is sized and designated for locations where they will be most effec-

tive.

The primary trailhead panels have been written and designed to accommodate all types of readers: “streakers,”

“strollers,” and “students.”  The streakers are those who will read only the headlines and take a cursory look at the

symbols.  The strollers will read more details beyond the specific “Danger” and “Warning” notices.  The student

will read the entire panel.. 

At both primary contact locations, the trail access point at the Hope Chapel parking lot and the trailhead at the

base of the stairs, there will be a panel identifying the severity (Sign A) of the trail and a section map that clearly

shows how the trail lays on the mountainside.  Our research has shown that a map is a visual draw and will prompt

hikers to spend a little time reviewing the trail diagram and looking at the accompanying information panel(s).

The primary trailhead signs (Sign A, Severity; Sign B, the map; and Sign C, Procedures) are proposed to be placed

in the flat section along the path between the DOT construction access road and the base of the stairs in a two-

panel assembly (A and B) with single-panel (C) assembly placed slightly beyond.  A duplicate of Sign A and the Sign

B are also recommended for installation at the trail gate adjacent to the Hope Chapel parking area. The duplicate

installation is intended to help discourage potential hikers who want to hike the trail but are not outfitted as recom-

mended, do not feel that they have the physical ability, or have small children.  They should turn back at that point. 

Four general prohibitions are placed on a single (Sign D) sign adjacent to the first segment of stairs.  

Small bulletins will be placed along the trail in the ascending direction to reinforce the messages of the few signs

placed at the trailhead.  These 12” x 6” panels are mounted in a steel frame that is attached to the steel angle frame

of the stair section and angled for optimal view by ascending hikers. 

Three specific bulletins would be placed at one location each: a “Pack-it-in/Pack-it-out” reminder, a panel suggest-

ing that hikers turn back when they feel exhausted (around stair section 68, 98 or 126, final location to be deter-

mined with people more familiar with hiker patterns), and a general wind and weather advisory (not specific daily

conditions; no need to update daily)  for a location above the third landing. 
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The bulletins are general advisories that remind hikers to stay on the trail for safety and  erosion-control purposes

and to follow the recommended passing procedure.  It is recommended that the locations be identified with the help

of the Friends of Ha'ikü Stairs who know where the greatest problems are with the trampling of vegetation on the

edge of the trail.  Signage along the stairs should be kept to a minimum because most people go on hikes to get away

from civilization, to do something adventurous. They like the natural world to be as natural as possible. We believe

that with 12 to 19 reinforcement bulletins along the trail hikers will be properly warned of hazards and special condi-

tions.  We  recommend that the City restrict most of the other signage—plus the recommended interpretive

exhibits—to the trailhead and landings, the safest places for them to read messages. 

Bulletins at each landing warn descending hikers of cross plates and wet/slippery stairs. Those two messages have

been combined into a single, slightly larger sign, which visitors will see as they start or resume their descent.  

Design Overview: The design of the trailhead and information bulletin signs combine the visual conventions

specified by the ANSI-Z-535 (American National Standards Institute) standards for industrial safety signing, and the

standards for warnings specified by OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration of the U.S. Department

of Labor) with the safety and information sign standards of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) for recre-

ation projects and waterways and the UniGuide Standards of the National Park Service (NPS) for trails and related

locations in national parks.

Specific to this are the use of a clear signal word “Danger” or “Warning” in conjunction with the standard referen-

tial color with white on red banner and black on white text, and yellow on black banner and black on yellow/ text

respectively.  The primary safety legends identify the condition, the specific hazard, the consequences of not fol-

lowing the direction recommended, and the action to prevent injury.  Postings about hazards always place the iden-

tification of the greatest hazard in the most prominent position.

Unlike conventional safety signs that are single issue warnings (Danger, Sharp Edges, Keep Fingers Away), signs

placed at locations that are not conventional will require much more information to educate the first-time or infre-

quent visitor.  In this case, that information includes what a hiker should know, what a hiker should take, specific

instruction on children, safe practices for hiking, and general prohibitions.  Based on our work developing sign

standards for the Corps and NPS, including independent human factors research on trailhead information, these

signs must incorporate significantly more information while taking care not to overload the panels.  The general

tone is brief, but with complete thoughts that advise and clearly describe safe practice.  In addition, similar mes-

sages are grouped and organized for ease of reading with simple headlines and supporting symbols.  The overall

organization follows a grid or invisible architecture so that the messages can be easily read without confusion.  The

panels are sized for ease of reading at the appropriate viewing distance.
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Ha'iku Stairs Department of Parks and Recreation
City and County of Honolulu

This trail, known as the “Ha'iku Ladder,” 
consists of 3,922 metal steps that lead to the 
crest of the Ko'olau Mountains and spectacular 
views of the windword O'ahu coastline and 
Kane'ohe Bay.

Climbing the Ha'iku Stairs can be exhausting 
and physically challenging.
Persons with respiratory or health problems, 
physical limitations, or a fear of heights should 
not hike the trail. 
This is a nonsupervised site. Climbers are 
responsible for their own actions.

The trail follows a narrow ridgeline with 
abrupt and concealed edges and steep slopes. 
If you fall you will be severely injured or 
killed.  Stay on the stairs.

What You Should Know

Warning to Hikers

Danger

What You Should Take

A Checklist for Parents

Water

Food

Sunscreen Cell Phone

TimeShoes and Jacket

12
3

6

9

12
3

6

9

Conditions can 
change quickly 
from sunny, calm 
skies to heavy rains 
and wind. When wet, stairs 
and rails are slippery  and 
hazardous. The higher you 
go, the colder it gets and the 
stronger the wind. Dehydra-
tion and hypothermia are 
constant threats.

The stairs rise rapidly from an 
elevation of about 700 feet to 
2,800 feet in less than a mile. 
The vertical rise, heat, and 
humidity make the first 40%  
of the trail the most 
exhausting. 

Plan on a 3 to 5 hour 
round-trip. The trail 
is open from dawn 
to dusk. 

You must leave the Hope 
Chapel parking lot before it 
is locked at 6:30 p.m.

Time Rapid Rise Changing Weather

Carry at least two 
quarts or liters of 
water for each 
person. Drink often 
to avoid dehydration 
and heat exhaustion.

Use sunscreen on 
exposed skin. 
Wear a hat, 
preferably one 
with a wind strap.

Dial 911 in emergencies 
or send someone for 
help. The trail is not 
patrolled.

Take a sandwich or 
high-energy snack. 
You will burn off 820 
to 1,380 calories.

Wear sturdy, nonskid 
shoes. Wear or pack a 
windbreaker. 
Cold temperatures, 
rain, and severe 
winds can lead to 
deadly hypothermia.

Take your time. 
Pace yourself and 
stay with the 
slowest members of 
your group.

The Ha'iku Stairs are not 
suitable for most children.

Is your child tall and strong 
enough to grasp the rails and 
to step from stair to stair? 

Is your child mature enough 
to endure a lengthy, arduous 
climb?

Read This Before You Start Department of Parks and Recreation
City and County of Honolulu

Here are a few tips to make your hike on the 
Haiku Stairs more pleasurable—and safer.

Hike Wisely

Hikers Code

No Littering or Throwing No Yelling, Waving No Defacing

Leave Seeds Here Want to Help?
Alien plants are crowding out 
native plants. Remove all seeds 
from your shoes and clothing 
before hiking the trail.

Slippery Surfaces

Pack out everything 
you pack in. Litter 
spoils the Haiku 
Stairs experience 
for everyone. 

Do not throw anything off the 
trail. Be aware of those above 
and below you.

People, including 
passing motorists, 
have mistaken 
yelling and arm 
waving as calls for 
help.  Such incidents result in 
costly, time-consuming rescue 
efforts.

Turning Back
This trail is very difficult—and 
not suitable for most people. 

Do not let peer pressure 
influence you.  

If you start the climb and feel 
uncomfortable, exhausted, or 
ill, do not continue.

Turn back at any time. Wait for 
your friends at the bottom.

Descending hikers may turn 
inward toward the stairs if they 
are bothered by heights.

Watch for uneven stairs and 
wet, slippery surfaces. Beware 
of cross plates at ends of each 
rail-and-stair section— 
especially when descending. 
A misplaced heel could make 
you slip and fall.

Hang on to Both Rails
Use three points of contact at all 
times. Keep one foot planted 
and grasp both rails as you step 
from one stair to the next stair.

Do not step on 
vegetation.  

Do not deface the 
stairs, rails, or 
historic buildings.

Help preserve the beauty and 
integrity of one of O‘ahu’s 
hidden treasures. 

Step next to and face the left or 
right railing to let others pass. 

Keep both feet on metal for 
your safety and to prevent soil 
erosion. 

If you have a backpack, you 
may want to face inward so the 
pack hangs over the railing.

Another option is to hang one 
leg over a railing and place that 
foot on the edge of a stair. Be 
extra careful. 

Save energy. Fully extend your 
leg as you take each step. 
Develop a slow rhythm.

Passing Procedures

Mountaineer’s Step

Join the Friends of the Haiku Stairs, a nonprofit organization 
interested in protecting the Haiku Stairs for present and future 
generations. www.friendsofhaikustairs.org

1 2

3

or or
Access Trail

Trail Access Gate

This digital elevation model shows the 
location of the Ha'iku Stairs in Koolan 
Poko Range when viewed from the 
northwest (not to scale).

Beginning of Stairs
(Elev. 680 ft)

4th Landing 
(2623ft / Stair Section 523)

3rd Landing 
(2476ft / Stair Section 484)

2nd Landing 
(2438ft / Stair Section 449)

Hoist Building
(2487ft)

Top of Trail—Microwave Building 
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Elevations are shown from 
the base of the Haiku Stairs 
to the summit.

Stairs Are Numbered

The Haiku Stairs consist of 593 
steel sections containing 3,922 
steps. A small number stamped 
into the left railing identifies 
each section from bottom to 
top. The number of sections 
between landings is indicated 
on the maps.   
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Three Panel Trailhead Assembly

Fence Mount at Hope Chapel

Ha'iku Stairs

Trailhead    1 mile

Please sign in — sign out.
Trail open 6:30 am to 6:30 pm.
Parking lot gate is locked at 6:30 pm. 
Owners of cars not removed before 6:30 pm 
must call 911 for police assistance.

Use restrooms here; no toilets on trail.

Warning

This trail is very difficult—not suitable for most people.
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Four Simple Rules

Stay on Trail 
Do not leave the stairs to retrieve a windblown hat or 
any item you drop. Your life is more valuable.

No Littering
Pack out everything you pack in. Litter spoils the 
Haiku Stairs experience for everyone.

No Defacing
Do not step on vegetation.  Do not deface the stairs, 
rails, or historic buildings.

No Throwing
Do not throw anything off the trail. 
Be aware of those above and below you.

Warning

Slippery stairs when wet.

Watch Your Step

Stairs slippery when 
wet.

Beware of cross plate at 
end of each rail section.

A misplaced heel could 
send you skidding

Stair Mount
Wayside Exhibit at Landings

Prohibition Sign at Trailhead

Rail Mount

Kaneoha Bay
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh 
euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna 
aliquam erat volutpat.  

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud 
exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut 
aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.  

Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in 
vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum 
dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et 
accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit 
praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis 
dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.  

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 
adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh 
euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna 
aliquam erat volutpat.  
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Ha'iku Stairs Department of Parks and Recreation
City and County of Honolulu

This trail, known as the “Ha'iku Ladder,” 
consists of 3,922 metal steps that lead to the 
crest of the Ko'olau Mountains and spectacular 
views of the windward O'ahu coastline and 
Kane'ohe Bay.

Climbing the Ha'iku Stairs can be exhausting 
and physically challenging.
Persons with respiratory or health problems, 
physical limitations, or a fear of heights should 
not hike the trail. 
This is a nonsupervised site. Climbers are 
responsible for their own actions.

The trail follows a narrow ridgeline with 
abrupt and concealed edges and steep slopes. 
If you fall you will be severely injured or 
killed.  Stay on the stairs.

What You Should Know

Warning to Hikers

Danger

What You Should Take

A Checklist for Parents

Water

Food

Sunscreen Cell Phone

TimeShoes and Jacket

12
3

6

9

12
3

6

9

Conditions can 
change quickly 
from sunny, calm 
skies to heavy rains 
and wind. When wet, stairs 
and rails are slippery  and 
hazardous. The higher you 
go, the colder it gets and the 
stronger the wind. Dehydra-
tion and hypothermia are 
constant threats.

The stairs rise rapidly from an 
elevation of about 700 feet to 
2,800 feet in less than a mile. 
The vertical rise, heat, and 
humidity make the first 40%  
of the trail the most 
exhausting. 

Plan on a 3 to 5 hour 
round-trip. The trail 
is open from dawn 
to dusk. 

You must leave the Hope 
Chapel parking lot before it 
is locked at 6:30 p.m.

Time Rapid Rise Changing Weather

Carry at least two 
quarts or liters of 
water for each 
person. Drink often 
to avoid dehydration 
and heat exhaustion.

Use sunscreen on 
exposed skin. 
Wear a hat, 
preferably one 
with a wind strap.

Dial 911 in emergencies 
or send someone for 
help. The trail is not 
patrolled.

Take a sandwich or 
high-energy snack. 
You will burn off 820 
to 1,380 calories.

Wear sturdy, nonskid 
shoes. Wear or pack a 
windbreaker. 
Cold temperatures, 
rain, and severe 
winds can lead to 
deadly hypothermia.

Take your time. 
Pace yourself and 
stay with the 
slowest members of 
your group.

The Ha'iku Stairs are not 
suitable for most children.

Is your child tall and strong 
enough to grasp the rails and 
to step from stair to stair? 

Is your child mature enough 
to endure a lengthy, arduous 
climb?

48"

24"

Trailhead Sign A: Severity

Location: at the beginning of

the earthen pathway that

leads to the bottom of the

stairs, plus a duplicate to be

installed on or near the fence

at the Hope Chapel parking lot
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Access Trail

Trail Access Gate

This digital elevation model shows the 
location of the Ha'iku Stairs in Ko'olan 
Poko Range when viewed from the 
northwest (not to scale).
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Elevations are shown from 
the base of the Ha'ikü Stairs 
to the summit.

Stairs Are Numbered

The Ha'iku Stairs consist of 
593 steel sections containing 
3,922 steps. A small number 
stamped into the left railing 
identifies each section from 
bottom to top. The number of 
sections between landings is 
indicated on the maps.   
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Trailhead Sign B:

Conceptual Map 

Location: at the Hope Chapel

Parking lot (trail gate) and as

part of the three panel trail-

head assembly at the base of

the stairs.
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Read This Before You Start Department of Parks and Recreation
City and County of Honolulu

Here are a few tips to make your hike on the 
Haiku Stairs more pleasurable—and safer.

Hike Wisely

Hikers Code

No Littering or Throwing No Yelling, Waving No Defacing

Leave Seeds Here Want to Help?
Alien plants are crowding out 
native plants. Remove all seeds 
from your shoes and clothing 
before hiking the trail.

Slippery Surfaces

Pack out everything 
you pack in. Litter 
spoils the Haiku 
Stairs experience 
for everyone. 

Do not throw anything off the 
trail. Be aware of those above 
and below you.

People, including 
passing motorists, 
have mistaken 
yelling and arm 
waving as calls for 
help.  Such incidents result in 
costly, time-consuming rescue 
efforts.

Turning Back
This trail is very difficult—and 
not suitable for most people. 

Do not let peer pressure 
influence you.  

If you start the climb and feel 
uncomfortable, exhausted, or 
ill, do not continue.

Turn back at any time. Wait for 
your friends at the bottom.

Descending hikers may turn 
inward toward the stairs if they 
are bothered by heights.

Watch for uneven stairs and 
wet, slippery surfaces. Beware 
of cross plates at ends of each 
rail-and-stair section— 
especially when descending. 
A misplaced heel could make 
you slip and fall.

Hang on to Both Rails
Use three points of contact at all 
times. Keep one foot planted 
and grasp both rails as you step 
from one stair to the next stair.

Do not step on 
vegetation.  

Do not deface the 
stairs, rails, or 
historic buildings.

Help preserve the beauty and 
integrity of one of O‘ahu’s 
hidden treasures. 

Step next to and face the left or 
right railing to let others pass. 

Keep both feet on metal for 
your safety and to prevent soil 
erosion. 

If you have a backpack, you 
may want to face inward so the 
pack hangs over the railing.

Another option is to hang one 
leg over a railing and place that 
foot on the edge of a stair. Be 
extra careful. 

Save energy. Fully extend your 
leg as you take each step. 
Develop a slow rhythm.

Passing Procedures

Mountaineer’s Step

Join the Friends of the Haiku Stairs, a nonprofit organization 
interested in protecting the Haiku Stairs for present and future 
generations. www.friendsofhaikustairs.org

1 2

3

or or

48"

24"

Trailhead Sign C:

Procedures & Etiquette

Location: on right side near

the third riser of the earthen

pathway that leads to the

bottom of the stairs.
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Four Simple Rules

Stay on Trail 
Do not leave the stairs to retrieve a windblown hat or 
any item you drop. Your life is more valuable.

No Littering
Pack out everything you pack in. Litter spoils the 
Haiku Stairs experience for everyone.

No Defacing
Do not step on vegetation.  Do not deface the stairs, 
rails, or historic buildings.

No Throwing
Do not throw anything off the trail. 
Be aware of those above and below you.

32"

24"

Trailhead Sign D:

Prohibitions 

Location: at the beginning of

the stairs, to the left where

the present sign is located.



Small Reinforcement Bulletins

Stay on Trail

Keep both feet always
on metal.
Protect yourself and curb erosion.

Stay on Trail

Keep both feet on metal at all times.
Trampling kills plants, loosens soil, 
and leads to severe erosion, possibly 
even affecting the security of the 
stairs.

Stairs May Wobble

Although repairs are made often, 
stair treads may become loose. 
Step with caution and hold on to 
both rails at all times. 

Watch Your Step

Stairs slippery 
when wet.

Beware of cross 
plate at end of each 
rail section.

A misplaced heel could 
make you slip and fall.

Pack it in, Pack it out

Think of the mess if 
every hiker leaves one 
plastic bottle or piece of 
paper behind.

3-4 Locations to be determined

3-4 Locations to be determined

3-4 Locations to be determined

3-4 Locations to be determined

At stair section #68

Danger: Your Life for a Hat?

If the wind takes your hat or you 
drop something off the trail, do not 
try to retrieve it. You could kill 
yourself.

Danger: Do Not Retrieve

If the wind takes your hat or you 
drop something, stay on the trail 
and let it go. Your life is worth 
more than a hat.

Before 1st Landing

1 Location to be determined

2-3 Locations to be determined

2-3 Locations to be determined

Landings 1-4 and at the Summit

Huffing, Puffing?

Know your limitations.
Turn back if in doubt.

Let Others Pass

Stand next to a railing.
Keep both feet on metal.
Hold on with both hands.

1

2

3

4

7

8

9

105

6

Wait Out Storms

In heavy winds and 
rain, stop and hang on 
to the rails.

12"

6"

12"

These small signs would be used judiciously at

landings or sparingly along the trail to rein-

force critical messages in the trailhead signs.
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Ha'iku Stairs

Trailhead    1 mile

Please sign in — sign out.
Trail open 6:30 am to 6:30 pm.
Parking lot gate is locked at 6:30 pm. 
Owners of cars not removed before 6:30 pm 
must call 911 for police assistance.

Use restrooms here; no toilets on trail.

Warning

This trail is very difficult—not suitable for most people.

No Hiker Parking for 
Ha'iku Stairs before 
12:00 noon on 
Sunday Mornings

Hope Chapel

Park in Hope Chapel Lot
Open Weekdays and Saturday from 6:30 am to 6:30 pm
Open Sundays from 12:00 noon to 6:30 pm

Ha'iku Stairs

18"

45"

31"

18"

22"

Small Directional Sign

Location: at turnoff for Hope Chapel

Small Portable Sign (2)

Location: for use on Sunday mornings

on roadway near Parks and

Recreation office and at turnoff to

Hope Chapel

Small Entry Sign

Location: fence mounted at top of

steps to DOT right-of-way at Hope

Chapel Parking Lot



Warning and Information Sign Structures 

The following section includes drawings of the three structure types proposed for the Ha'ikü Stairs warning and

information sign program.

These include:

• Large upright post and rail assembly for display of large 24” x 48” trailhead panels. 

• Small upright post and rail assembly for display of 24” x 32” prohibition sign located at base of stairs.

• Flag-mounted 30 cm x 15 cm bulletin panel assembly.  These assemblies are bolted to the existing 2-1/2” x

1-1/2” angle rail frame (Type A) of each stair section, using two bolts of the same diameter as used for stair treads,

but replacing it with a longer version to capture the sign connection plate.  Attachment to the B and C type configu-

rations will use threaded rods placed through the pipe frame to secure the flag assembly.

• Landing mounted 12” x 12” safety warning. These assemblies are attached to the 3/4” vertical round bars

in the fence of each landing with a bar placed with tamper resistant hardware.

All component parts of the sign assemblies are steel with hot dipped galvanized finish to match finish on stairs and

landing rails.  The panel retention rails are machined steel with drilled and tapped mechanical connection points.

All hardware is stainless steel with tamper resistant heads.  

This panel structure system will accommodate a variety of graphic panel materials including digitally printed graph-

ics embedded in fiberglass, or porcelain enamel on steel.  Porcelain enamel is recommended for the permanent

installation because it is the most durable, though it is also more expensive.  Panel thickness is between 0.09” to

0.1”.  Optional aluminum or fiberglass panels will be 0.1” to .125”

To replace panels, the rail or end capture panel is removed and the panel is removed and a replacement panel

inserted.

Trailhead sign assemblies are mounted using a vandal resistant, direct embement method with stabilizer blade

placed below grade; eliminating the need to set the assemblies in concrete.  Small stair mounted signs are bolted

directly to the structure using existing holes or mechanical clamping.
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2" x 3" x 0.1875" Welded Steel Cap
1/4-20 X 3/4" SS Hex Head
Cap Screw With Lock Washer
Place 1" neoprene washer between rail and post

2" x 3" x 1/8" galvanized
steel post

DOUBLE POST SIGN ASSEMBLY PLAN VIEW
H’-H

DOUBLE POST SIGN ASSEMBLY FRONT ELEVATION DOUBLE POST SIGN ASSEMBLY SIDE ELEVATION
G’-G

24" x 48"

GRADE

1/4" aluminium (6061-T6) back
Panel with baked enamel 
finish on back face

48.875"

0.75" 0.188"

24.25"

26.00"

5/8" access hole to insert
Cap bolt.  Hole is covered 
with poly press cap

.1" Porcelain enamel graphic panel or 
aluminum panel with applied digitally 
printed graphic 24" x 32"

1" x 1-1/8" machined aluminium 
rail with hard coat anodized finish

Large upright post and rail assembly for display of large trailhead panels
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2" x 3" x 0.1875" Welded Steel Cap

5/8" access hole to insert
Cap bolt.  Hole is covered 
with poly press cap

1/4-20 X 1" SS Hex Head
Cap Screw With Lock Washer.
Place 1" neoprene washer between rail and post

2" x 3" x 1/8" Galvanized
Steel Post

1" x 1-1/8" machined aluminium 
rail with hard coat anodized finish

1/4" aluminium (6061-T6) back
Panel with baked enamel 
finish on back face

.1" Porcelain enamel graphic panel or 
aluminum panel with applied digitally 
printed graphic 24" x 32"

DOUBLE POST SIGN ASSEMBLY PLAN VIEW
H’-H

DOUBLE POST SIGN ASSEMBLY SIDE ELEVATION
G’-G

DOUBLE POST SIGN ASSEMBLY FRONT ELEVATIONGRADE

24" x 32"
33.875"

0.75" 0.188"

24.25"

26.00"

Small upright post and rail assembly for display of large trailhead panels



0.125" x 45… Chamfer(4 edges)

Drill and Tap 1" Deep for 1/4-20 Screw

1" x 1.125" Machined Aluminum (6061-T6) Rail with hard coated finish

TRAILHEAD SIGN RAIL PLAN VIEW

TRAILHEAD SIGN RAIL FRONT ELEVATION

TRAILHEAD
ALUMINUM (6061-T6) SIGN RAIL 

SECTION VIEW
I’-I

x 45… Chamfer

I

I’

1.00"1.00"24.25"

1.125"1.125"

0.075"

0.065"

0.375"
1.00"

0.50"

0.185"

0.195"

0.375"
0.250"1.125"
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Rail detail for large and small trailhead panels



Machined 1-1/2" x 1.125" 
Aluminum (6061-T6) Rail

Insert porcelain enamel
sign panel in slot as shown

1/4" Aluminum (6061-T6)
panel welded 3 locations each
to upper and lower rails

1/4-20 SS Pan head
screw with pin

3/8-16 1-1/2" SS flat head
Philips head machine screw

5/8" Machined Aluminum 
(6061-T6) Sign Bracket

5/8"-11 x 2-1/2" Stainless Steel 
Hex Head Bolt with SS Flat
Washers and Double Nuts

1/16" Flat neoprene or polyethylene gasket
sized to cover full end of Sign Bracket Existing Stair Angle

BULLETIN SIGN ASSEMBLY FRONT ELEVATION

BULLETIN SIGN ASSEMBLY PLAN VIEW
C’-C

BULLETIN SIGN ASSEMBLY SIDE ELEVATION
D’-D

Existing Stair Tread

D

D’

CC
’

6.625"

3 Sides1/4" x 45

3 Sides1/4" x 45

1/4" Machined Aluminum (6061-T6) 
End Cap

3/16" 3 @ 2", Top & Bottom

2.00"
TYP.

0.625"

10.50"

6.00"

1.50" (C of the Weld/Typ.)   L 

12.00"

1. All aluminum to be 6061-T6
2. All welding material to be 5556
3. Hardware to be stainless steel throughout

Calculated load is 250lbs. on top rail with a 1.5 minimum safety factor
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BULLETIN SIGN 
ALUMINUM (6061-T6) END CAP 

SIDE ELEVATION

BULLETIN SIGN 
ALUMINUM (6061-T6) END CAP 

PLAN VIEW

BULLETIN SIGN 
ALUMINUM (6061-T6)  SIGN BRACKET

PLAN VIEW

BULLETIN SIGN 
ALUMINUM (6061-T6) SIGN BRACKET

SIDE ELEVATION

BULLETIN SIGN 
ALUMINUM (6061-T6) SIGN BRACKET

FRONT ELEVATION

BULLETIN SIGN 
ALUMINUM (6061-T6) END CAP 

FRONT ELEVATION

1.25"

1.50"

0.441"
0.116"

0.252"

0.065"
0.375"

1.125"

0.125"

0.125"
0.875"

1.25"

1.50"

0.441"
0.116"

0.252"

0.065"
0.375"

1.125"

0.125"

0.125"
0.875"

ALUMINUM (6061-T6) BULLETIN 
SIGN RAIL SECTION VIEW

A’-A

ALUMINUM (6061-T6) BULLETIN 
SIGN RAIL SECTION VIEW

B’-B

4.188"

4.188"

0.438"

0.438"

0.125" 1.00"

12.44"6.625"

1.75"

1.28"

1.28"

6.625"

6.625"

0.53"

0.53"

7.50"

1.50"

1.50"

0.688"

15.00"

1.75"

0.125"

1.25"

01.50"

0.125"

fl 0.25"fl 0.375"

fl 0.313"

fl 0.313"

0.625"

0.25"

0.625"

Stair Mounted Bulletin Assembly Details
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1/4-20 X 1.25" SS Flat Head
Screw Torx with Pin 

Series 220-3M Scotchcal Medium Gray 
Adhesive Vinyl applied to back of 
Aluminum Plate (1" x 12.125") and
Aluminum Rail (0.875" x 12.125") 

1" X 12" X 0.25" Aluminum Plate
with Four Countersink Holes for 1/4-20 
SS Torx Screw

Tack Weld

1" X 13.75" X 3/16" 
Milled Aluminum End Cap
With Two  0.3125" Holes 
(Two Sides)

12" X 12" X 0.093" 
Porcelain Enamel
Graphic Panel

1/4" Aluminum Back Panel 
with painted, baked enamel finish
on back of panel 

FENCE MOUNT SIGN PLAN VIEW
F’-F

FENCE MOUNT SIGN SIDE ELEVATION
E’-E

FENCE MOUNT SIGN FRONT ELEVATION

1/4-20 x 0.5" SS Pan Head Screw with Pin 

Existing Spindles

1" x 1.125" Machined Aluminum 
(6061-T6) Rail with hard coated finish

3.458"3.458"3.458"
0.875" 0.937"

FF
’

E

E’

FF
’

13.750"

12.125"

0.25"
12.125"

1.00"

Landing Mounted Safety Warning Assembly



Recommended Interpretive Exhibits for Ha'ikü Stairs

Most visitors to parklands are curious about what they see—especially when the views are as spectacular as those

seen from the Ha'ikü Stairs. The landings along the trail offer great opportunities for the Department of Parks and

Recreation to answer hikers’ questions about the Ko'olau Mountains, Kahana Valley, Kane'ohe Bay, and related

subjects. 

This report recommends that the City and County of Honolulu install a series of interpretive wayside exhibits

attached to the railings at four of the five landings.

A Management Tool:  Wayside exhibits are a compelling visual medium. They are effective not only as interpretive

tools but also as management tools—especially in areas that are not staffed on a regular basis. These outdoor

exhibits are on duty 24 hours a day, every day of the year, and year after year. They help establish an official pres-

ence at unstaffed, remote sites. 

They provide answers where and when visitors have questions and thereby make their experiences more meaning-

ful and rewarding. They stimulate a deep interest in an area and nurture a heightened respect for natural, historical,

and recreational resources. 

Based on the field review, it is recommended that wayside exhibits should be installed along the Ha'ikü Stairs even

if a trail brochure is made available and if a visitor center is opened near the beginning of the trail. Brochures and

visitor center exhibits can serve as excellent introductions to parklands and to interpretive concepts, but outdoor

exhibits are a more effective medium because they are site-specific. They link visitors directly with natural and his-

torical features. 

People who do not customarily read brochures or spend some time in visitor centers are more likely to devote a few

minutes looking at outdoor exhibits. For those visitors who do take the time to read publications and indoor

exhibits, wayside exhibits fill in gaps and reinforce what they have read earlier.

Wayside exhibits are economical. New, computer-based imaging methods are reducing costs for original, durable

exhibit panels. Requiring an occasional cleaning with soap and water and a periodic application of wax, they are

easy for park staffs to maintain. If original production materials are retained, exhibit panels can be easily replaced

when necessary because of new information, vandalism, or environmental damage.
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Possible Exhibit Subjects

Here is a list of possible subjects for a series of highly visual interpretive wayside exhibits. The subjects for the edu-

cational exhibits could be coordinated with local organizations to prevent duplication between the future park

facilities and the Stairs. 

Landing 1 Panorama Photograph—Kane'ohe Bay, Reef, Islands, Military Base: Brief descriptions keyed

to the photo of what visitors are looking at from the first landing.

Plant Life—Natives and Aliens: An introduction to the rich plant life of Ko'olau Mountains and

the struggle between native and exotic species, plus notes about efforts to remove aliens and how

hikers can help.

Ha'ikü Stairs: A capsule look at the history of the Stairs from their creation by the U.S. Navy to their

recent renovation.

Landing 2 Ahupua’a—From the Mountains to the Sea: An explanation of this early Hawaiian system of

defining land areas and relating that story to this landscape, plus notes about fascinating place names.

Panorama Photograph/Illustration—Development of Coral Reefs: Brief interpretive passages

about the patch reef formations of Kane'ohe Bay, the most prominent features that visitors can see

from this vantage point.

Hoist Building: An overview of the construction of this communications complex during World

War II, with a focus on this building.

Landing 3 Panorama Photograph/Illustration: Brief geological thematic passages interpreting such visible

landforms as Olomana, Mokapu Peninsula, Kane'ohe Bay, Chinaman’s Hat, Ha'ikü Valley, Mokapu,

and Moku Manu. 

Ko’olau Volcano Illustrations: A series of interpretive illustrations showing the growth of the origi-

nal volcano, the formation of the caldera, the collapse of the north rim, and the formation of Ko'olau

pali and valleys. 

Unique Plants of the Koolau Mountains:  Close-up photographs or illustrations of plants found

only in these mountains.
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Landing 4 World War II:   The war and how if affected or was affected by the sites you see from this landing.

Communications Control Link The role this building played in the World War II communica-

tions complex on this mountain.

Where possible, suitable artwork could be borrowed from various public institutions. In some cases—the unique

plants, for instance—new artwork could be created by such Hawaiian illustrators as John Dawson, who has pro-

duced numerous natural history renderings for the National Geographic Society and the National Park Service.
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Proposed Wayside Exhibits on Stair Landing



Entrance to trail in Hope Chapel park-
ing lot

Entrance gate to trail in Hope Chapel
parking lot.  Proposed sign and map
location

Proposed locations for trailhead signs
and map



Base of stairs. Proposed location for
prohibition sign

Existing “Danger” sign

Steep section of first segment



First landing

Second landing

Stair section between landing 2 and 3



Tram building interior

Tram building from third landing

Third landing



Forth landing

Microwave building at summit

View looking north from summit



Descending from summit

Descending from wide section stairs

Recommended passing procedure



Appendix: Photographs of Existing Conditions

1 Entrance to trail in Hope Chapel parking lot

2 Entrance gate to trail in Hope Chapel parking lot.  Proposed sign and map location

3 Proposed location for trailhead signs and map

4 Base of stairs. Proposed location for prohibition sign

5 Existing “Danger” sign

6 Steep section of first segment

7 First landing

8 Second landing

9 Stair section between landing 2 and 3

10 Tram building interior

11 Tram building from third landing

12 Third Landing

13 Forth Landing

14 Microwave building at summit

15 View looking north from summit

16 Descending from summit

17 Descending from wide section stairs

18 Recommended passing procedure
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Appendix: Trail Data: Location and Elevation of Landings

Section number Notes
Base (Approx. elev. 680 ft.)

68 Huff and puff
84 to 88 Flatter to steep section
99 to 115 Super steep
127 to 149 second steep section
176 steep section
245 their count First Landing (Approx. elev. 1,620 ft.)

296 to 313 steep section after first landing
314 flat section 

449 Second Landing (much more significant panorama) (84,979.47 N &
559,337.02 E; elev. 2,438.74 ft.)

457 Hoist Building
(84,964.15 N & 559,515.21 E; elev. 2,487.27 ft.)

484 Third Landing (after tram) 
From 3rd landing to top uses wider stair section, and the structural angle is
directed inward in this design.  
(84,838.74 N & 559,337.02 E; elev. 2,476.85 ft.)

523 Fourth Landing No view west or east
(84,664.81 N & 559,166.42 E; elev. 2,623.28 ft.)

(595) Top – Communications Control Link
(84,356.31 N & 558,905.12 E; elev. 2,768.15 ft.)

Pipe diameter at viewpoints is 2-3/8” with 3/4” dia rod

Angle on lower sections (1 to 484) the angle is 2-1/2” x 1-1/2” with 5/16” material, with bolt hole 1-1/16” up from inte-
rior base of angle.  
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Full disclosure: 

I currently live in Texas, but I was a Hawai’i resident from 1971-2005.
I am an owner and principal of Earthplan. a firm specializing in architecture and community
planning. Established in Hawai’i in 1985, Earthplan has completed projects throughout the
U.S., the Pacific, and in the Middle and Far East. I have over 55 years of experience in
architecture and planning, including buildings of every type from residential to commercial
and institutional. My community / regional / environmental planning includes work for the
State of Hawai’i and projects on O’ahu, Maui, Lana’i, Kaua’i, and Hawai’i Island, as well as
American Samoa, Guam, and Saipan.
Prior to establishing Earthplan, I was Principal-in-charge of the Hawai’i office of the
international planning firm EDAW, Inc. Hawaii office with responsibility for organizing and
managing a team of professionals to market and perform services globally. Following that I
was the Chief Planner for the State of Hawai’i’s Community Development Agency and
subsequently ran the Planners Collaborative, a Honolulu community planning firm.
Earthplan is currently performing projects in Hawai’i and Texas.

I am an outdoor enthusiast with extensive experience on Hawai’i’s trails. I am a founder of HURT 
(Hawai’i Ultra Running Team), an internationally known and respected trail running organization 
that conducts events of various distances on Oahu throughout the year, culminating with a 100-
mile endurance run on Tantalus, in cooperation with the State of Hawai’i Nā Ala Hele Trails and 
Access Program. That event draws competitors and their families from around the world. 

In addition, for seven years I was head coach for Pac-5 track & field plus cross-country 
(intermediate and high school boys & girls). In that capacity, I organized and led summer trail 
running, training camps for teens at Hawai’i Volcanoes National Park.  

I admit to several trips up and down the Ha’ikū Stairway, aka “Stairway to Heaven”. While this 
stair was built for U.S. Naval personnel access to the former Omega Communications Station, it 
has become a premier attraction for residents and visitors to enjoy an amazing, if strenuous 
adventure on the Ko’olau Pali. My experiences on the Stairway were, well… enlightening to say 
the least. They showed me all of Hawai’i’s best natural features in   

The project upon which this EIS is based, proposes to dismantle and eliminate the stairway. But, 
here’s the thing: this is an irreplaceable historic structure much loved by hikers around the 
world… and needs not only to be retained, but also maintained and protected. The 3,922-step 
climb up the stairs is at once arduous and awe-inspiring, representing a unique world treasure. 
Thousands have safely ascended the Ha'ikū stairs, climbing an elevation rise of 2200 feet 
through a variety of micro-climates, shrouds of clouds, and layers of geological time to observe 
endangered Hawaiian plants, and enjoy ever widening views of one of Oahu’s last intact 
ahupuaʻa, visible from mountains to the outer reefs of Kaneohe Bay.  

Like many others, including the Friends of Ha’ikū Stairs, I am personally prepared to work on 
establishing a appropriate plan of ownership and maintenance, working with the nearby 
community to obtain their support, raising general awareness of the stairway’s value, and 
establishing the ongoing funding needed for its operation and maintenance. 

























































































































































































































































































06/24/2019 Kellyann Keola  89251 lepeka ave Waianae, HI 96792 kkeola61@gmail.com  
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Comments on the Draft EIS

The Haiku Stairs should be managed as a resource – an exciting hike and a reminder of 
our recent military past.  Understandably, the BWS does not want to manage it as it is not 
part of their mission.  Instead of spending so much time and money on a Draft EIS, why 
wasn’t this time and money devoted to negotiating a real solution with other City 
Agencies?    In other states and countries, such a resource would be viewed as a tourist
attraction, a monument to history, a great outdoor opportunity – a real resource instead of 
something to destroy.   

The project schedule on page 1-21 shows that the BWS has little interest in working on a
solution besides ripping the stairs out. The BWS would like to be done with the Haiku
Stairs in 12-18 months.  Gone, destroyed, forever. 

Section 3.1.3 does not begin to cover the value of the Haiku Stairs during WWII.  The 
BWS wants to rip military history out of the Koolau Mountains.  This facility was vital 
for the US in the Pacific Theater and the section needs details on its military importance. 
In Section 4.2.1, the mitigation proposed --photographic documentation and structural 
drawings --is wholly inadequate to preserve its significance.  The H-3 had to be realigned 
to preserve archeological sites while nearby WWII history is destroyed. 

The data in Section 4.10.2 on Emergency Response need to be broken down further.  
First, the incidents cover the vicinity around Haiku Stairs.  Secondly, how many of those 
calls were actually a hiker in trouble?  The stairs are very safe – there is a handrail on
each side.  It is one of the safest hikes out there! 

Why was there no scoping meeting for the preparation of the EIS? In addition, the DEIS 
document is very long – four volumes – but the Table of Contents does not appear to be 
linked to the sections making it difficult for the reader.  The DEIS should be reissued 
with a linked TOC.   

 Finally, I would like to request that the BWS hold a public hearing on the DEIS.  

I hope the City can put all the pieces in place to manage access.  Please view the Haiku
Stairs as an opportunity and not a liability.   There is so much potential for a world class 
hike.  Like so many things in Hawaii, the loud minority – the neighbors – are trying to
destroy this resource for the rest of us.   Please listen to those who enjoy the outdoors and 
the tourists that drive our economy and preserve the stairs.  

Jan Reichelderfer 
148 Ulupa St
Kailua, HI 96734













































































 



 

 

 

 



 

 

















































































































































































































August 1, 2019 

Comments on DEIS for Haiku Stairs 

After your presentation of the DEIS for Haiku Stairs at the Kaneohe Neighborhood Board meeting, Mr. 
Iakaika Anderson spoke that he was prepared to facilitate the transition of the operation of the stairs 
from the BWS to a third, non-government, entity for the operation of the Stairs. He was interrupted by 
Mr. Lau, BWS manager, clarifying that the DEIS was only presenting OPTIONS for the BWS to consider in 
making their decision and not recommending a course of action. Since you had made it very clear at the 
beginning of your presentation, I don’t know why Mr. Anderson spoke the way he did. The only thought 
I have is that decision HAD ALREADY BEEN MADE and this whole process is only shibai.  

With that in mind, I offer my comments: 

1. Figure 1-5 the follow note appears: “A portion of the upper section of the stairs system may
reside on non-BWS lands. A survey is on-going to verify BWS ownership.” This is after two
years of preparing the DEIS? In this age of GPS-aided surveying capability? By now, why
hasn’t every LINEAR INCH of the stairs been surveyed?

2. On page 3-2, reference is made to “galvanized stainless steel railing.” I am unfamiliar with
galvanizing stainless steel. In my years as a mechanical engineer I never heard of galvanizing
stainless steel, only galvanizing black iron pipe to produce galvanized pipe.

3. On page 4-11, “when the military turned the land over to the City it came with the codicils
to care for the structures, but instead upkeep was neglected.” What were the basic
requirements the codicils amended? Since a codicil is a legal requirement and apparently
the City hasn’t complied with, how can the BWS proceed with any options since they
haven’t complied with the codicil (and other requirements) of the turnover? Shouldn’t the
City get back to the USCG regarding the turnover requirements before proceeding with any
of the options presented in this DEIS?

4. On page 4-45, Aikahi fire station is Engine 19, not Engine 18.
5. If the stairs are still to be operational, I find your proposed handling of the human waste

problem ludicrous! I make that statement in light of the present situation regarding the hike
to the top of Koko Head. Multiple people are relieving themselves on the way up and down
to the point that a recent TV news broadcast noted the problem and interview a Councilman
and he noted on his recent hike up the mountain, he smelled the same problem. It should
be noted that there exists a comfort station at the base of Koko Head, similar to the
situation in one of your proposed routes. With the anticipated tens of thousands of hikers to
the Haiku trail, more than just a few will find the “need to go” while on the trail.

6. The logistics that need to be handled in making the trail an ongoing operation need to be
more carefully examined and not the apparent cavalier attitude given in the DEIS.
Remember the saying, “The devil is in the details”.



I can offer many more details on continuing to make the trail operational, either by the City of a third-
party but like I stated earlier, a DECISION ALREADY HAS BEEN MADE. I again call your attention to my 
third comment regarding the codicils made by the Federal government when turning over the trail. 











































































































































































































 
I have major concerns about the Haiku Stairs Hike and I strongly support the Environmental 
Impact Statement’s proposed action to remove the Haiku Stairs based on several reasons. 
 
The hike is dangerous and will cause injury and deaths.  Over the years a number of rescues 
were conducted: 
 
“Honolulu rescue crews saved two hikers from Haiku Stairs, more commonly known as the 
Stairway to Heaven. A man and woman needed to be airlifted out from a steep clearing just to 
the left of the stairway. The hikers weren't hurt, but HFD said they were afraid for their safety.” 
Hawaii News Now, March 12, 2018.  https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/story/37700457/2-
hikers-airlifted-from-off-limits-stairway-to-heaven/ 
 
A woman and her male companion were rescued Saturday afternoon near the Haiku Stairs Trail, 
also known as the Stairway to Heaven. HFD battalion chief Mark Nakagawa said the 28-year-old 
woman called 911 and said she fell about 40 feet. “She was in a pretty tight spot,” he said. “She 
was wedged between a mountain and a tree, so crews took extra time to secure her position.” 
May 1, 2016. https://www.khon2.com/news/local-news/rescue-crews-help-fallen-hiker-near-
stairway-to-heaven/amp/ 
 
Rescuing hikers is costly for the taxpayers. 
Earlier this year, KITV4 reported that every search-and-rescue operation costs Hawaii taxpayers 
$1500 per hour. This came to light after two hikers had to be rescued after illegally trekking 
Haiku Stairs. 
https://www.kitv.com/story/37709246/honolulu-taxpayers-shelling-out-big-bucks-for-every-
hiker-rescue 
 
There is access to this hike from the Moanalua side. It takes longer to hike, but if you love 
hiking – the length shouldn’t matter. 
 
The alternative proposal suggest access via ‘Anchor church access road with parking on 
Pookela street which is unacceptable to Castle Hills residents for several reasons: 

 The EIS did not take into account the number of cars parked on the street on several 
days for Hina Mauka activities (today there were 59 cars parked on Pookela street near 
the access point.  Often there are large trucks from the baseyard. The Kaneohe District 
Courthouse also brings many parked cars to that area. 

 Bathroom facilities at the District park are too far from the access point 
 If the stairs is re-opened, more people will be hiking on Haiku Stairs and it will need 

continual repair.  The Koko Head Trail is managed by C&C and with it’s “popularity 
comes with plenty of problems, in addition to significant deterioration of the trail, and 
lots of traffic in a quiet community…. Hikers go off trail when nature calls-it’s become a 
toilet bowl.” We can’t let that happen here in Kaneohe.  
https://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2019/06/07/toilet-bowl-odors-koko-crater-trail-city-
council-approves-million-repairs/ 
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August 6, 2019
45 747 Pookela Street
Kaneohe, HI 96744

City & County of Honolulu
Board of Water Supply
630 Beretania Street
Honolulu, HI 96843

Reference: Ha’iku Stairs Study Draft EIS
Subject: Public Comments

To Whom It May Concern:

I have been a long time current resident of the Castle Hills Community for approximately 20 years, and
am providing my comments in response to the Draft EIS on the Ha’iku Stairs Study. With all due respect,
I personally OPPOSE the suggestion made within the above referenced Draft EIS to transfer
responsibility to another agency, and proposing the use of Pookela Street as the "preferred potential
access route to the Ha’iku Stairs", alongside the driveway of the current lessee, Anchor Church. My
reasons for this opposition are as follows:

1. Traffic Congestion and Road Damage: With Anchor Church, Hina Mauka (scheduled Al Anon
meetings, ceremonies and events), Kaneohe District Court House, Kaneohe District Park (both pool side
and court side), the DOT Commercial Drivers Licensing Center, Windward Community College (annual
events/Ho’olaulea), current location and ongoing Construction of the New Hawaii State Hospital
Forensic Psychiatric Facility, and the planned Substance Abuse and Partial Assisted Living Centers, the
traffic along Pookela Street is already maxed out as it is, and our Street has been congested at all hours
of the day, every day, Sunday thru Saturday. Allowing more vehicles to park on our Street will cause an
unwelcome overflow into our private community of Castle Hills. We’ve already had problems with the
current Anchor Church and former Hope Chapel parking in our neighborhood, and numerous large
vehicles and trucks driving down to the end of the cul de sac on Pookela Street to turn around, ruining
the Street conditions that our Association has to pay out of pocket to repair road damages through
Homeowner’s Association Dues. This is unfair to us Homeowners to have to bear the burden of
unnecessary and increased repair costs due to traffic for the mere pleasure and enjoyment of others.

2. Increased Crime: In recent years, the crime rate, particularly burglaries and homeless people, have
increased significantly in our neighborhood. For the most part, it’s due to the area being rather
secluded and private. Since having lived in the neighborhood for the past 20 years on Pookela Street,
and with the overutilization of the various Church lessees, Hina Mauka SATC, and the Court House, we
have witnessed an increased amount of “visitors” wander into our private community looking for a place
to “hangout” during Court House breaks; Hina Mauka patients walking down our streets as part of their
treatment and “activities”; or large security guards walking our streets looking for escapees from the
State Hospital. We’ve also had an influx of unwelcomed “guests” trying to gain access to the Ha’iku
Stairs; groups of drunkard “Hashers” using our neighborhood for their secret, beer driven Hashruns and
marking up our sidewalks with their Hash symbols; random people driving up and down our streets



“scoping out” our neighborhood during odd hours of the day or night; and homeless people sleeping in
their cars along our streets or in the surrounding bush/vegetated areas.

3. Drop in Home Property Value: Along with the increased crime that will come with more strangers in
our neighborhood, not only will our homes become susceptible to disrespectful hikers, but the loss of
peace and security will cause the value of our homes to decrease significantly. Current homeowners will
not be able to get fair market values on future sales of their homes due to the unattractiveness of
unwelcomed visitors trashing the neighborhood. Our once coveted private and secluded community
will be overrun by uncaring hikers and overpopulated streets; it will be an awful eyesore, to say the
least. By relocating the entry access point to Pookela Street, it only means shifting the problem from
one neighborhood to another. Get rid of this problem altogether by REMOVING THE HA’IKU STAIRS
COMPLETELY!

4. Damage to our ‘Aina, Liability & Safety: These alone should be enough reasons to REMOVE the
Ha’iku Stairs entirely. Not only do tourists and hikers damage our ‘Aina and the environment of our
majestic Ko’olau Mountain range, but the safety of these people fall on US locals, the HAWAII
TAXPAYERS. Why should I, an innocent taxpayer, have to pay for ignorant people and their medical bills,
search & rescue fees, or worse yet, legal fees when they sue the CCH BWS & the SOH for injuries or loss
of life, all because they blatantly CHOOSE to disobey rules just so they can go up on a risky joy hike and
post it on social media?! Wake up BWS! You’re not doing us any favors by keeping the Ha’iku Stairs in
operation, or by transferring operations to another entity. Your VERY OWN slogan on the front of your
Beretania Street building reads: “Uwe ka lani ola ka honua” – “When the heavens weep, the earth lives!”
Don’t be hypocrites! LET OUR EARTH LIVE and LET OUR HEAVENS WEEP! REMOVE THE STAIRS AND
PROTECT OUR ‘AINA!

For these reasons and those from others, I humbly SUPPORT the PROPOSED ACTION for the City &
County of Honolulu Board of Water Supply to COMPLETELY REMOVE THE HA’IKU STAIRS ENTIRELY.

Respectfully yours,

Jacqueline K.F. Burnett
Resident, Castle Hills Community































































Public Comment to Haiku Stairs EIS:

Public Comment: 

I am a resident of PuonI Place and I support the removal of the Haiku Stairs.  This will impact me 
personally in the following ways: 

Removal of the Stairs will reduce the chronic disturbances which my family has experienced as
residents on Puoni Place including:

o Disturbances during the night.  Several months ago we were awaken at 2 am by group of
6 hikers who were trespassing through our backyard, having entered our backyard gate
trying to find an access point to the Stairs.  This happens continually as hikers try to
access the Stair in the middle of the night which is very unsettling.  Dogs bark endlessly
in the middle of the night in response to the trespassers and then it’s difficult to get
back to sleep.

o HFD, police, and firetrucks are routinely called to our street when they respond to
emergency calls from hikers who are lost, injured or stranded.  The vehicles often block
the access into and out of Puoni as the street is narrow.  The noise, lights, and blocking
of the street with their vehicles are disturbing.  When trespassers get lost or hurt they
require city resources (EMS, HFD, HPD) which are not reimbursed by the trespassers but
must be borne by taxpayers.

o Hikers often leave behind trash and vandalize property in order to access the Stairs.
o Strangers trying to access the stairs walk down our street at all hours of the day and

night, but especially during the early morning hours
o Hikers often vandalizing personal property and become confrontational with

homeowners.
o Hikers park their cars on Puoni which is already extremely congested thereby taking

away parking spaces for homeowners to use

Further, this impacts the community in the following ways: 

BWS is spending $250K/annually to fund the cost of a security guard, but even that has not
solved the problem of hikers illegally trespassing to access the Stairs.  Funds expended by BWS
do not support BWS’s mission to provide safe and dependable drinking water at affordable
costs.  Over the last several years our monthly water bills have increased significantly and is
expected to continue to increase in order to finance the repair of our aging infrastructure.
Allocating $250K annually from funds paid by all rate payers in order to support BWS’ security
requirements due to trespassing hikers is a grave misuse of public resources.  Costs due to the
trespassers should be borne by them and not subsidized by all the residdents of the State.

o Cost to BWS to remove the stairs is estimated at nearly $1 million however this money is
being spent anyway to provide security service.



Reduce EMS service calls, HFD and HPD calls and redirect resources to legitimately needed
services
Reduce neighborhood disturbances
Eliminating the Stairs would reduce the incidence of hikers becoming lost or injured.
Reduce impact to flora and fauna near the stairs and slow the damage to the environment by
the introduction of invasive species into the environment.
Reduce erosion around the Stairs as a result of chronic trespassing

Alternatives: 

I support the removal and relocation of the Stairs by a third party operator who would operate it as a 
for-profit business because: 

o Eliminates BWS liability and allows BWS to use its resources to meet their core mission
o Eliminates the impact on the neighborhood (disturbance, parking, vandalization)
o Reduces potential risk to hikers and transfers it to 3P who can provide safety measures

to mitigate inherent risk of this activity
o Reduces demands on EMS, HFD, HPD who must respond to hikers in distress
o Maintains the access to the recreational activity while eliminating the expense and

mitigating the risk by transferring it to an entity who can create a business case for
maintaining the Stairs while generating income for the State economy.

Liability on the part of landowner and neighboring residents would be reduced.  Risk of injury
and death are legitimate concerns as the activity of climbing the Stairs is dangerous especially
since the Stairs are aged and deteriorating rapidly as they are exposed to weather elements
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access the Stair in the middle of the night which is very unsettling.  Dogs bark endlessly
in the middle of the night in response to the trespassers and then it’s difficult to get
back to sleep.

o HFD, police, and firetrucks are routinely called to our street when they respond to
emergency calls from hikers who are lost, injured or stranded.  The vehicles often block
the access into and out of Puoni as the street is narrow.  The noise, lights, and blocking
of the street with their vehicles are disturbing.  When trespassers get lost or hurt they
require city resources (EMS, HFD, HPD) which are not reimbursed by the trespassers but
must be borne by taxpayers.

o Hikers often leave behind trash and vandalize property in order to access the Stairs.
o Strangers trying to access the stairs walk down our street at all hours of the day and

night, but especially during the early morning hours
o Hikers often vandalizing personal property and become confrontational with

homeowners.
o Hikers park their cars on Puoni which is already extremely congested thereby taking

away parking spaces for homeowners to use

Further, this impacts the community in the following ways: 

BWS is spending $250K/annually to fund the cost of a security guard, but even that has not
solved the problem of hikers illegally trespassing to access the Stairs.  Funds expended by BWS
do not support BWS’s mission to provide safe and dependable drinking water at affordable
costs.  Over the last several years our monthly water bills have increased significantly and is
expected to continue to increase in order to finance the repair of our aging infrastructure.
Allocating $250K annually from funds paid by all rate payers in order to support BWS’ security
requirements due to trespassing hikers is a grave misuse of public resources.  Costs due to the
trespassers should be borne by them and not subsidized by all the residdents of the State.

o Cost to BWS to remove the stairs is estimated at nearly $1 million however this money is
being spent anyway to provide security service.

Liability on the part of landowner and neighboring residents would be reduced.  Risk of injury
and death are legitimate concerns as the activity of climbing the Stairs is dangerous especially
since the Stairs are aged and deteriorating rapidly as they are exposed to weather elements



Reduce EMS service calls, HFD and HPD calls and redirect resources to legitimately needed
services
Reduce neighborhood disturbances
Eliminating the Stairs would reduce the incidence of hikers becoming lost or injured.
Reduce impact to flora and fauna near the stairs and slow the damage to the environment by
the introduction of invasive species into the environment.
Reduce erosion around the Stairs as a result of chronic trespassing

Alternatives: 

I support the removal and relocation of the Stairs by a third party operator who would operate it as a 
for-profit business because: 

o Eliminates BWS liability and allows BWS to use its resources to meet their core mission
o Eliminates the impact on the neighborhood (disturbance, parking, vandalization)
o Reduces potential risk to hikers and transfers it to 3P who can provide safety measures

to mitigate inherent risk of this activity
o Reduces demands on EMS, HFD, HPD who must respond to hikers in distress
o Maintains the access to the recreational activity while eliminating the expense and

mitigating the risk by transferring it to an entity who can create a business case for
maintaining the Stairs while generating income for the State economy.





























Public Comment to Haiku Stairs EIS 

I have lived on Puoni Place for 10 years and suffered greatly because of the proximity of our 
home to the Haiku Stairs.  I vehemently support the removal of the Haiku Stairs.   

My number one reason for supporting the removal of the Stairs is because it attracts
trespassers into our neighborhood and often onto my property at all hours of the day
and night but especially during the wee hours when I am sleeping.  These people are so
selfish and unlawful in their quest to witness the sunrise on the stairs that they have
opened my gate and walked right through my backyard in the middle of the night.
Once I’ve been awakened and go outside to confront them I cannot get back to sleep.
Then the dogs in the neighborhood start barking which wakes up my neighbors.  I’ve
encountered this situation so many times that we have installed motion sensor lights
and have a padlock on the gate to our own backyard.  Imagine having to take such
measures in your own home to keep yourself safe from strangers who think nothing
about invading your private property just so they can go risk their lives climbing the
stairs to watch the sunrise.
My second reason for wanting the stairs removed is because it costs the public a huge
sum of money every month to protect people from climbing the stairs.  In order to stop
the trespassing hikers, BWS has had to hire and pay for a security guard and special
duty officer to monitor the access points.  BWS spends $250,000 per year from revenues
collected from the public who think their money is being used to supply the community
with clean water.  Instead, their money is being spent to try to keep the hikers from
accessing the stairs and from disturbing the residents.  And the $250,000 doesn’t even
provide a sure fire way to stop the hikers because they are still finding a way to trespass.
My third reason for wanting the stairs removed is that the Fire Department, Police and
Emergency Personnel have to come to rescue the hikers when they get hurt or lost.  They
block our street late at night or sometimes early in the morning with their emergency
vehicles so that we can’t get home or to work in the morning.  The noise of the trucks
and their sirens, the flashing lights, the hoards of people talking and walking up our
street is distressing.  I’m sure the hikers don’t pay back the city for what it costs to send
out EMS, HFD, HPD services.  It is not right that the rest of the community has to foot
the bill for providing emergency services for those trespassers who want to risk their
safety doing something illegal.
My fourth reason for wanting to remove the stairs is that the hikers park their cars on
our streets, which are already so narrow and which causes a hazardous situation.  Not to
mention they take away the resident’s parking spots.
I read in the EIS that the hikers are causing damage to the flora and fauna near the stairs
and that they can introduction invasive species into our neighborhood.  Also their
trampling around is causing erosion.



I read the alternatives to be considered, no-action, partial removal and conveyance to an 
alternate landowner. None of these options appear viable.   

 Doing nothing is not an option because it does nothing and solves nothing.  
 Partial removal would only deter access from the Haiku Valley but hikers could still 

come from the Moanalua Valley side 
 Conveying or selling the property to another landowner would only make sense if the 

new owner was going to open it to public use.  And I do not support that option because 
the new owner would have to come up with legal access (which there currently is none) 
and then manage the access.  They would not only have to continue to deter the current 
trespassing situation but would also have to consider transportation to the stairs, 
parking, providing restrooms, waste and trash pickup, security, liability insurance, 
maintenance, etc.   
 

Therefore, after careful review and consideration, I support the option of removing the 
stairs.  If they could find someone to sell/donate/transfer it to who would operate it as eco-
tourism all the better.  Operating it as a business venture makes more sense as it will: 

o Allow BWS to dispose of the problems being created due to stairs and relieve 
themselves of the annual expense of hiring a security guard to discourage trespassing.  
This would allow them to return to their core mission of using public resources to 
provide clean pure water.   

o Permanently eliminate the negative impact on the neighborhood (disturbance, parking, 
vandalization) that the stairs currently cause.  

o Transfers the cost and risk inherent in the activity of climbing the stairs to a third party 
who would be able to charge a fee for the activity and from that revenue provide safety 
measures, emergency resources (if needed), etc. to mitigate the risk of the activity 

o Reduce the demand on EMS, HFD, HPD resources  
o Generate revenue for the State economy.  

































































































































































































































Dear Board of Water Supply,  8/7/19 

This is in regards to the DEIS for the Ha’iku Stairs. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the DEIS for the Ha’iku Stairs.  This trail is the 
safest one that I have ever hiked in my life due to the railings along the entire route.  It is also 
easy to let others pass since there are railings to hold on to as you give room to the other hikers 
going in either direction.  I joined the friends of Ha’iku Stairs over a decade ago so that I could 
hike them legally.  I am a resident of Kaneohe for over 25 years.  FOHS acquired permissions to 
access the trail and with a group of volunteers and we maintained the stairs at no cost to the 
city, state, etc.  We removed invasive plants along the trail so that the natives would flourish 
(we have been denied access for a few years now so maybe you did not find the natives that 
Bishop Museum Arborists did on one of our clean up days), replaced broken steps and railings, 
removed the trash left behind by other hikers and cut the grass at the bottom approach trail.   
This trail is unique in the world and is truly one of the few great treasures of Oahu.  Some 
may be afraid of heights but all comment on how amazing of an experience it was.  Certainly if 
one experiences these stairs, they would not wish for them to be removed.  The views from the 
top are from Mililani to the airport and the entire Windward side.  Nowhere else in the world is 
a view like this! 

I do not agree with the situation caused by the city to the neighbors who live near this trail.  A 
legal access route is easy to create that alleviates that situation and was outlined in the DEIS.  
Also having managed access with robust security will eliminate the illegal access.  As shown in 
the DEIS presentation the best monetary choice is for the stairs to be managed with a fee for 
climbing and the stairs will not only pay for their own maintenance but will also provide tax 
dollars to the city.  I am in favor of tax revenue from sources other than increasing taxes to the 
residents of Hawaii.  Another form of tax revenue not by increasing to the residents is tourism.  
Many people enjoy outdoor experiences and would travel to Hawaii with this unique hike as 
their main reason to choose us over another “beach” location.  By giving tourists a reason to 
visit Hawaii with a unique legal experience they could make a reservation in advance to hike 
the Ha’iku Stairs.



Why would we not want to share our unique treasure with Tourists and especially Locals?  
These stairs were built starting in the 1940’s, almost 80 years ago.  Why in 2019 do we want to 
take them away from current and future generations?  Wouldn’t it be better to have a legacy of 
preserving a treasure instead of a legacy of it was inconvenient while I was in charge?  Let’s not 
be shortsighted.  Do what is Pono.  Give the Ha’iku Stairs to a City Department that can turn 
them over to a Vendor for Managed Access.  There are interested parties that have the 
experience, are culturally knowledgeable and have the want to make this a win-win situation for 
all. 

Mahalo, 
Carol Fontanive 







No Action Alternative 

Doing nothing about the present situation is definitely not an option.  It is only a matter of time before 
the hikers get into physical conflicts with the residents in the area.  My neighbors and I have become 
increasingly impatient with the government for doing nothing about the illegal activity.  No one likes 
throngs of strangers moving through their neighborhoods and the hours at which these hikers come is 
even more disconcerting.   

Posting of Special Duty officers appears to have slowed the flow of hikers, but nothing else.  Most of the 
hikers do not get cited, just warned.  Most of these people will not return anyway, but those that do 
know that there is no database kept nor any method of identification, so they will continue to get 
warnings if they are repeatedly caught.  The officers are acting as deterrents with some success, but 
they should be catching and citing trespassing hikers, who will then get on social media and tell the 
world about getting caught, cited, going to court and fined.  That’s a deterrent! 

If this alternative is taken, social media sites that advertise the stairs should be found and all references 
to the stairs to entice hikers should be removed, especially the “Friends of Haiku Stairs” site.  Telling 
folks about the exciting hike and amazing views and the large number of people that make the hike, 
then saying, “by the way, it’s an illegal hike” only makes people decide that it’s okay to go.  There are 
also folks that blog about how much more exciting the hike was because they had to avoid law 
enforcement and irate community members.   

A larger number of rescues will be required as more and more people make the hike.  This hike attracts 
a large cross-section of hikers including those that are not experienced, skilled or fit resulting in need for 
more rescues.  I also suspect that some hikers call for help just so they can get the exciting ride dangling 
off a helicopter flying off the mountain.  They all know that they will not have to pay any fees for being 
rescued.  It’s ironic that as a resident, if I get hurt or become incapacitated at home and call an 
ambulance, my insurance company would have to pay a hefty fee for the service.  This cost pales when 
compared to a medevac flight, which we would also have to pay for!   

The HFD’s reason for not charging for rescues is that they are afraid that people will not call if they know 
that they will be charged and get in more serious trouble that may affect the first responder’s safety.  I 
don’t think this is valid, I don’t know of anyone that would not call for help if help is seriously needed. 

I also know that the hikers that trespass and are caught lie about being lost or having injuries that 
preclude them from finding another way off the mountain and to their rides.  I’ve had a local man flash 
a replica HPD badge on me and claim he was with HPD, a man that claimed his girlfriend was diabetic 
and had run out of insulin and one couple that told me they had an Uber ride waiting in a nearby cul-de-
sac and needed to get there and in fact, they didn’t.  They have lied to a neighbor by telling him that I 
gave them permission to pass through, when I hadn’t even talked with them.  This is in addition to the 
75% of the time fake story of being lost.  All of this just adds to the aggravation of trespassers who 



turns and flying over the stairs.  During heavy traffic times, they come less than five minutes apart.  The 
amount of tour helicopter flights in the area has been on a steady increase for the last 3 to 4 years due 
to the exposure of the stairs on the internet and social media and increases in helicopter fleets.  Touring 
helicopters will not stop flying in the area unless the stairs are removed.  They have become increasingly 
irritating.  Some of the helicopters have very loud rotor noises due to older or cheaper design.  We have 
had helicopters fly in as early as 0630 in the morning and continue through the day until dusk. 

Although rescue helicopters, Hawaiian Electric inspection helicopters, police helicopters for accidents, 
suicides and escapees, movie filming helicopters, military helicopters and construction helicopters fly in 
the area, the tour helicopters are the most intrusive and have become a scourge in the islands.  Their 
numbers exceed all other helicopters combined are noticeably increasing overall and their flights to the 
stairs are alarmingly more frequent now than 3 years ago.  They fly from first light to last light and in the 
summer time, that’s a good portion of the day.  It is not unusual for them to make their first passes at 
the stairs at 6:30 in the morning.  The Reynolds R-44 is the most obtrusive with their loud rotor noise.  
There is no way to keep the tour helicopters from the area except by taking down the stairs, which are 
the attraction. 

This situation, if left with no action, will only get worse and money will continue to be spent into the 
foreseeable future paying special duty officers to act as deterrents as well as incurring costs for rescues. 

Haiku Stairs Partial Removal Alternative 

Partial removal would deter a large percentage of the typical hikers that now hike the stairs.  It may not 
deter the more physically capable and enthusiastic hikers that would probably string ropes and cables 
to span the removed portions.  Although partial removal is a desirable alternative to deter hikers, 
complete removal would be preferable. 

Complete removal will leave no remnants of man-made structures on the mountain and will at least 
partially eliminate the curiosity to see the stairs or remnants of the stairs for tour helicopters. 

Removal of all the modules and sale to a buyer would help defray the cost of the removal.  This would 
be an ideal situation. 

Complete removal is the most desirable choice. 

Conveyance Alternative 

Managing access to the stairs will probably not solve the problem completely.  Since the actual process 
for managing the hikers has not been developed, it’s hard to say what the results will be, but I believe 
there will always be those that circumvent the process for some reason.  It may be to avoid whatever 
fees there might be, to access the stairs outside of specified operating hours or to assist friends or 
visitors circumvent paying any fees.  



I also believe the cost of providing the required facilities will be high and very hard to recover with the 
fees that could be charged.  Also, even after signing releases, people would still be able to sue for 
negligence should they be seriously hurt or should there be a fatality. 

There has been talk of using volunteers to provide manpower for managing the opening of the stairs to 
the public, but if there is a period when there is not enough volunteers, does the stair get shut down?  
If it does, then we are back where we started with additional cost.   

Few, if any hikers, go up for reasons of history, learning or viewing of native species, so this topic 
should not be discussed seriously. 

If parking is to be provided at a cost, I can see hikers parking in the neighborhood to avoid the parking 
fees.  I expect hikers will then still trespass through private properties seeking shortcuts off the 
mountain to their parked vehicles. 

There have been comments how the stairs could be self-supporting financially, but have not seen any 
real study with projections on startup costs and sustaining costs and how to mitigate them.  Everything 
has been anecdotal to this point. 

Some talk about the pristine habitat on the ridge for native plants, but increased traffic in the area will 
surely bring new and more invasive species to the area as discussed in the proposed EIS. 

The issue of helicopter noise will increase as it has been trending. 













































































































From: steve haumschild <shaumschild@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2019 2:00 PM
To: Kathleen M. Elliott-Pahinui <kelliott-pahinui@hbws.org>
Cc: Rachel Shaak <rachels@g70.design>; Jeff Overton <jeff@g70.design>; Barry Usagawa
<BUSAGAWA@hbws.org>
Subject: Re: FW: Haiku Stairs

Hi Katheleen,
We summarized our viewpoints and added them into the Possible Actions Table to show how they fit
compared to the other examples. Additionally, we also found a real life example of Bridgewalk USA
who had similar parameters and challenges. The CUA is included on how they addressed a public
private partnership. 

Thanks!

Here is the View Only link to the Public / Private Alternative Option doc:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jS96SgfYrEKdp0vnZg6CBfjlim3IwIfPtKCytl8RtgI/edit?
usp=sharing

In the Public / Private Alternative Option doc it links to the viewable BridgeWalk CUA doc as well as
the viewable Possible Actions Table. If you want those links separately:

Here is the link to the viewable Possible Actions Table:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hp5SRAt5c8SzaV6x3sFAlT5t5_VK9TBU0SjncHK3aZQ/edit?
usp=sharing

And the link to the viewable BridgeWalk CUA doc:
http://bit.ly/BridgeWalkCUA



Aloha Steve –

Your email was forwarded to me from G70.

We are currently finalizing the Draft EIS but if you wish to send us your comments, we will see if
we can include for the final.

We are on target to publish the final EIS in early 2020; we expect we will wait 60 days during the
challenge period before our board makes a decision on the final disposition of the stairs. This
disposition can be removal (full or partial), conveyance to a public or private entity or leave as is.

At this time, as you may be aware, the Mayor has made it known he wishes to acquire the stairs
for the City and County. If that conveyance does occur, that would be the opportunity to discuss
with the city, possible alternative routes as they prepare to issue an RFP for the management of
the stairs.

If you have any questions, please call me at 748-5319.

Mahalo,

Kathleen

On Tue, Sep 24, 2019 at 2:32 PM Kathleen M. Elliott-Pahinui <kelliott-pahinui@hbws.org> wrote:



From: steve haumschild <shaumschild@gmail.com>
Date: September 23, 2019 at 12:53:06 PM HST
To: kawikam@g70.design
Subject: Haiku Stairs

Aloha Kawika,

Today, I met with George Atta who ultimately suggested I connect to you regarding
the Haiku stairs EIS. 

I have been researching and working on a private approach to satisfy many of the
concerns that the EIS is taking into consideration for the last number of years.
Meeting with George today, he suggested I meet with you guys to share some of this
information for consideration in your research. 

If there is a time to grab a coffee somewhere, I can fill you in on my concepts that I
believe provide value. Thanks!

--
Best and Aloha,

Steve Haumschild

FB/IG @lanikaisteve

www.linkedin.com/in/stevehaumschild/

--
Best and Aloha,

Steve Haumschild

FB/IG @lanikaisteve
www.linkedin.com/in/stevehaumschild/



 

Public / Private Alternative Option 
Prepared by HILand Adventures 

 
Introduction 
 
Real world examples of publicly held land contracted to private entities for commercial use are 
available. A prime example of such successful collaboration between state and private entities 
can be found in West Virginia. Located at the New River Gorge Bridge, private entity Bridge 
Walk LLC has operated since 2009 to provide the public a safe and unique experience to walk 
through the 3rd highest bridge in the United States. Such collaboration could be easily 
replicated here in Hawaii for our own Haʻikū Stairs. This document serves to illustrate and 
showcase such possibilities, and how conveyance and private collaboration is a great option for 
the future of the Haʻikū Stairs.  
 
As one of the examined proposals in the recently released Draft Environmental Impact Study 
(DEIS), executed by the Board of Water Supply and G70, conveyance and managed access is 
not only possible, but viable here in Hawaii. Through an appropriate tenure, the public-private 
partnership will allow for the creation of greater value for the stairs and the people of Hawaii. 
The City and County of Honolulu, or another state agency, would hold primary ownership, and a 
private entity would be contracted to operate a hiking service that manages and maintains 
access to the stairs. The private entity will be responsible for all aspects of operation including 
liability, legal access, local neighborhood interests, and sustainable safe hiking practices. The 
entity is incentivised to uphold a high level of service, responsibility and tenancy through sales 
from daily operations. As benefits for all parties are only achievable through mutual cooperation 
and understanding, this proposal is ideal to manage the current issues of the Haʻikū Stairs with 
the least negative impact and highest return.  
 
Evaluation Criteria & Specific Solutions 
The tables below display the evaluation criteria, the evaluation of the conveyance alternative 
with a public/private partnership, and the comparable evaluations of each proposed option.  For 
the table below, we referred to the evaluation criteria table in the draft EIS in volume 1 page 
54/310 and then expanded upon the effects of each criterion. 
 
Link: http://bit.ly/PossibleActionsTable  
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Table from DEIS 
 

 
Possible Actions Table Expanded here: http://bit.ly/PossibleActionsTable  
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Real World Example of Public/Private Partnership 
As mentioned in the introduction, a successful example of public/private partnership is the 
Bridge Walk at New River Gorge Bridge in West Virginia. Here, people can walk on the 
bottommost level of a bridge across a 876-foot ravine on a 2-foot wide walkway. Bridge Walk 
was founded in 2009 as a cooperative effort between the National Park Service, the West 
Virginia Division of Highways, and the partners of Bridge Walk LLC. Their website: 
https://bridgewalk.com. The catwalk has been an existing structure of the Bridge since its 
original construction, and Bridge Walk LLC saw an opportunity to provide unique tours across 
the walkway. Creating Bridge Walk required a simple shuttle system, improving the trail access, 
and installing an innovative safety system for guests making it impossible for tour guests to fall 
off the Bridge. 
 

 
(Photo from Bridge Walk. URL: https://bridgewalk.com/about-us/) 

 
Attached is a copy of the Public Private Commercial Use Agreement that allows Bridge Walk 
LLC to function. This sets a national standard and creates a template that has worked in West 
Virginia and can be recreated in Hawaii with the Haʻikū Stairs. 
 
Link to Bridge Walk Commercial Use Agreement PDF: http://bit.ly/BridgeWalkCUA  
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Finances 
Below is a simplified financial pro forma for a public/private partnership for the Haʻikū Stairs. 
The numbers are rough estimates and are subject to change. 

Tour Pricing (% of hiking traffic) Projected # of Hikers (310 days / yr) 

Non-residents (80%) $149.00 60 / day 1,550 / month 

Residents & Students (14%) $129.00 Financials ($ / mo) 

Military (5%) $119.00 Revenue: $253,115 Op Exp: $46,199

Private Tour (1%) $159.00 Payroll*: $96,266 COGS: $41,695 

Other Sales EBITDA: $68,955 Total Exp: $209,908 

Swag Shirts (775 / mo) $25.00 Net Income Before Tax: 
$43,207 

Stair Refurbishment: 
$13,333** 

Souvenirs (465 / mo) $20.00 Net Income: $32,231 Fee to BWS: $4,762*** 
*Based on 25 full-time positions for hiking guides, van drivers, on-site coordinators, security & admin personnel 

**Monthly payments over 5 years totalling to $800,000 (page 10 of G70 Draft EIS Presentation 07-2019) 
**Monthly payments over 21 years totaling 1.2 million (page 10 of G70 Draft EIS Presentation 07-2019)

Conclusion 
The option of public conveyance of the land parcel with a private entity to manage access 
creates the most value for all parties. As shown in the possible actions table, across all aspects 
considered, this option creates the most favorable outcomes across the board.  We trust that 
these highlighted details, opportunities, and their effects, backed with financials will be 
considered in the final decision for the stairs. 
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Form 10-114 (CUA)             UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
Rev. 1/2004        National Park Service 

New River Gorge National River 
Commercial Use Authorization 

TOUR-NERI-5300-11-067 
 
 
Benjy Simpson, Manager      Park Alpha Code:  NERI  
Name 
          Type of Use:  Commercial Services 
Bridge Walk, LLC                
Organization               Tax ID #  Date Authorization Approved:   
 
P. O. Box 111, Fayetteville, WV  25840     Reviewed: March 1, 2011 
Address 
          Expires: April 30, 2013  
304-574-1037        
Telephone Number    Fax Number 
 
The Holder is hereby authorized to use the following described land or facilities in the above named area: 
 
Canyon Rim Visitor Center and designated parking area and upper overlook walkway; New River Gorge Bridge 
inspection walkway (hereinafter “catwalk”); established access ramp on north side of bridge and exit ramp on south side 
of bridge; road/trail beyond gated WV 8/14 to former bridge overlook area and to US Route 19 (NPS Tract 153-08 and a 
portion of 152-20) on south side of bridge.  Use of National Park Service land or facilities is limited to these listed areas.  
Holder’s June 4, 2009 proposal and General Agreement between the National Park Service and the West Virginia 
Department of Transportation are official components of this permit. 
 
The authorization begins at   12:00 am   on    May 1, 2011 . 
 
The authorization expires at  11:59 pm   on    April 30, 2013 . 
 
SUMMARY OF AUTHORIZED ACTIVITY:  (see attached sheets for additional information and conditions) 
 
During tours of New River Gorge Bridge inspection walkway (“catwalk”), utilize the Canyon Rim Visitor Center parking 
area to disembark tours and tour the Canyon Rim Visitor Center prior to leading tours across the catwalk.  Holder is 
authorized to provide only those services listed above. 
 
  XXX   Out-of-Park:  The commercial services described above must originate and terminate outside of the boundaries 
of the park area, with staging holder’s base operation and participant parking off of NPS property.  This authorization 
does not authorize the Holder to advertise, solicit business, collect fees, or sell any goods, foods or services within the 
boundaries of the park area or within State of West Virginia right-of-way. 
 
    In-Park:  The commercial services described above must originate and be provided solely within the boundaries 
of the park area. 
 
Authorizing legislation or other authority:  Section 418, P.L. 105-391 (16 U.S.C. 5966). 
 
NEPA Compliance:  Categorically Excluded  X (31685)   EA/FONSI        EIS         OTHER APPROVED PLANS   
 
APPLICATION/ADMINISTRATIVE CHARGE: Received    X   Not Required            Amount  $ 200.00   
LIABILITY INSURANCE: Required    X   Amount  $1,000,000 per occurrence   
COST RECOVERY: Required    X    Amount  $ 2,000.00     
FACILITY USE CHARGE: Required           Not Required    X    Amount $    
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ISSUANCE of this authorization is subject to the attached conditions.  The undersigned hereby accepts this 
authorization subject to the terms, covenants, obligations, and reservations, expressed or implied herein. 
 
SIGNATURES: 
 
Authorization Holder              
     Signature     Title   Date 
 
 
Authorizing NPS Official             
     Signature     Approving Official Date 
 
 
Authorizing NPS Official             
(additional if required)  Signature     Title   Date 
 
 

CONDITIONS OF THIS AUTHORIZATION 
 
1. The Holder is prohibited from knowingly giving false information.  To do so will be considered a breach of conditions 

and be grounds for revocation:  [RE: 36 CFR 2.32(a)(3)]. 
 
2. The Holder shall exercise this privilege subject to the supervision of the park area Superintendent.  The Holder shall 

comply with all applicable laws and regulations of the area and terms and conditions of the authorization.  The Holder 
must acquire all permits or licenses of State or local government, as applicable, necessary to provide the services 
described above, and must operate in compliance with all applicable Federal, State, and local laws and regulations, 
including, without limitation, all applicable park area policies, procedures and regulations.  The commercial services 
described above are to be provided to park area visitors at reasonable rates and under operating conditions satisfactory 
to the park area Superintendent.  Rates to be charged by the Holder for services authorized under this CUA shall be 
filed with the park Superintendent. 

 
3. This authorization is issued upon the express condition that the United States AND the State of West Virginia, their  

agents and employees shall be free from all liabilities and claims for damages and/or suits for or by reason of any 
injury, injuries, or death to any person or persons or property of any kind whatsoever, whether to the person or 
property of the Holder, its agents or employees, or third parties, from any cause or causes whatsoever while in or upon 
said premises or any part thereof during the term of this authorization or occasioned by any occupancy or use of said 
premises or any activities carried on by the Holder in connection herewith, and the Holder hereby covenants and 
agrees to indemnify, defend, save and hold harmless the United States AND the State of West Virginia, its agents, and 
employees from all liabilities, charges, expenses and costs on account of or by reason of any such injuries, deaths, 
liabilities, claims, suits or losses however occurring or damages growing out of the same.  Holder agrees to waive any 
claims arising out of the State of West Virginia’s repair and maintenance of the bridge and approaches and to 
indemnify the State from and against any claims losses or liabilities to or by the Holder’s guests and invitees arising 
out of the State’s repair and maintenance activities. 

 
4. Holder agrees to carry general liability insurance against claims occasioned by the action or omissions of the Holder, 

its agents and employees in carrying out activities and operations under this authorization.  The policy shall be in the 
amount of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) and underwritten by a United States company naming the United States 
of America, National Park Service, New River Gorge National River, P. O. Box 246, Glen Jean, West Virginia 25846 
as additional insured.  Policy will also name the State of West Virginia as additional insured.  Every trip will be 
insured.  Holder agrees to have on file with the park copies of the above insurance with the proper endorsements and 
to provide park with copy of insurance certificate upon any revisions or renewal. 

 
5. Holder will furnish evidence of having at least the minimum amounts of insurance required of Contractors in Section 

103.6 through and including Section 103.6.5 of the “West Virginia Division of Highways, Standards Specifications, 
Roads and Bridges, Adopted 2000”, and supplements hereto.  Holder will provide West Virginia Department of 
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Transportation (hereinafter “WVDOT”) with a bond in a form acceptable to State securing performance of the 
installation work in accordance with plans as approved by the State and payment of all direct and related costs of the 
purchase and installation of its facilities.  Holder will execute a separate bond, in a form acceptable to the WVDOT, 
payable to the WVDOT in the amount of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00), which amount, however, does not 
limit the amount of claims that may be made by the WVDOT against the Holder for such loss or damages.  Said bond 
shall remain in effect for ninety (90) days after termination of Holder’s operations as outlined in this authorization, 
beginning on the date of the State’s receipt from NPS of such termination or the date of State’s notification to NPS of 
such termination, whichever occurs first. 
 

6. Costs incurred by the park as a result of accepting and processing the application and managing and monitoring the 
authorized activities will be reimbursed by the Holder.  Administrative costs and estimated costs for on-site activities 
must be paid when the authorization is approved.  If any additional costs are incurred by the park, the Holder will be 
billed at the conclusion of the authorization.  For the term of this CUA, WVDOT will waive any claim or demand for 
a percentage of the total gross ticket sale revenues and the total gross sales of concessions, souvenirs, photographs or 
other items associated with Holder’s operation.  At the end of the two-year term of this CUA, WVDOT and NPS will 
review revenues and expenses of the Holder and may determine a percentage or amount that Holder will thereafter be 
required to pay to NPS or WVDOT, or both, to continue operation under this CUA. 

 
7. Benefit – Neither Members of, nor Delegates to Congress, or Resident Commissioners shall be admitted to any share 

or part of this authorization or derive, either directly or indirectly, any pecuniary benefit to arise therefrom:  Provided, 
however, that nothing herein contained shall be construed to extend to any incorporated company, if the authorization 
be for the benefit of such corporation. 

 
8. This authorization may not be transferred or assigned without the written consent of the park area Superintendent and 

the State of West Virginia. 
 

9. This authorization may be terminated upon breach of any of the conditions herein or at the discretion of the park area 
Superintendent or State of West Virginia.  Regardless of reason for termination, Holder shall have sixty (60) days 
from date of termination to remove, at its own expense, all of its personal and corporate property from the premises of 
the State of West Virginia.  All structures erected on said premises as part of Holder’s operation shall be removed 
during such sixty (60) day period except such structures as may be owned by the State of West Virginia.  Holder shall 
be liable for the disposal costs of any personal or corporate property or structures remaining on said premises at end of 
such time.  Holder agrees that all obligations cited in this authorization respecting insurance, bonding, and 
indemnification will survive both the expiration of the term of this agreement and any termination for default or by 
agreement of all parties. 

 
10. The Holder is not entitled to any preference to renewal of this authorization except to the extent otherwise expressly 

provided by law.  This authorization is not exclusive and is not a concession contract.  The NPS is authorizing the 
activities based on authorities that permit the incidental use of park property for commercial purposes.  As long as the 
authorized activities do not harm the park and other park visitors are not inconvenienced, the NPS will consider 
renewal of this authorization. 

 
11. The NPS assume no obligation to designate areas or routes specifically for the Holder’s operation.  The Holder shall 

not construct any structures, fixtures, or improvements in the park area.  The Holder shall not engage in any 
groundbreaking activities without the express, written approval of the park area Superintendent.  Holder will have 
access to designated areas within WVDOT’s right-of-way only for operation, maintenance and other associated 
activities directly related to Holder’s authorized activities.  No modifications shall be made to the bridge, right-of-way 
or other roadway without first obtaining written approval of the WVDOT.  Any modifications of or improvements to 
the WVDOT’s property desired by NPS or Holder must be submitted to State for approval prior to any work being 
done and any such improvements, if approved, will be the total responsibility of the Holder.  Holder is not authorized 
to place construction personnel, equipment, materials or parking on NPS property or State’s right-of-way, on travel 
lanes or shoulders of US 19 or any other roadway unless otherwise approved by the State and will ensure no 
flammable substance enters State’s right-of-way.  Any damage to the State Highway System that is directly 
attributable to Holder’s authorized activities shall be promptly repaired at Holder’s expense. 
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12. Activities authorized under this CUA shall be conducted in a manner that do not infringe on the experiences of other 
park visitors. 

 
13. Holder will provide to NPS and WVDOT by April 1 of each year an operating program to include:  a) schedule; b) 

additions or deletions to equipment/materials; c) changes in management structure; d) changes in personnel and/or 
assignments; and e) employee safety, training and drug testing programs.  Failure to submit required annual 
statements and reports will be considered a breach of conditions and be grounds for revocation of this authorization. 

 
14. The Holder is to provide the park area Superintendent on an annual basis, due by December 15th, a statement of its 

gross receipts from the activities under this authorization and any other specific information related to the Holder’s 
operations that the park area Superintendent may request, including but not limited to, visitor use statistics and 
resource impact assessments.  Statement will include:  a) total revenues; b) total patrons; and c) total complimentary 
tickets (including dates and number of such tickets on each date).  Failure to comply with this condition may result in 
either CUA revocation or CUA renewal denial.  On occasion, Holder may be required to furnish other use data to 
facilitate research and/or management projects. 

 
15. The Holder is to maintain an accounting system under which its accounts can be readily identified within its system of 

accounts classification.  This accounting system must be capable of providing the information required by this 
authorization.  The Holder grants the United States of America, the General Accounting Office and the WVDOT 
access to its books and records at any time for the purpose of determining compliance with the terms and conditions 
of this authorization. 

 
16. Commercial Use Limits.  In order to ensure the highest level of safety and minimize impacts to other park visitation, each 

trip group size will be limited to a maximum of thirty (30) participants per trip, include guides per a guest-to-guide ratio 
not to exceed ten (10) guests to one (1) guide.  No more than two (2) trips will be allowed on catwalk at a time.  Holder 
may operate three hundred sixty-five (365) days a year, seven (7) days a week, unless in direct conflict with NPS and/or 
West Virginia State activities or closures for holidays or dangerous weather conditions, and with no adverse interference 
with the annual Bridge Day festival.  Hours of operation during winter months (September through April) will be 9:00 
AM to 4:00 PM and during summer months (May through August) from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM.  At any time the NPS or 
State determines authorized activities are causing interference with park or State operations, a mandatory meeting will be 
held to jointly discuss the imposition of additional conditions to rectify interference. 

 
17. The NPS reserves the right to (a) delay, cancel or schedule any trip and/or (b) limit the operation of the Holder in a 

specific area or during a specific time period and/or (c) schedule use of or close any trail or road or other area of 
attraction in the interest of preventing adverse environmental or sociological impact, to protect park resources, to 
ensure visitor safety, to facilitate research projects or to respond to any unforeseen circumstances that may have an 
unfavorable impact upon the nature or purpose of such a trip.  The NPS reserves the right to limit the size (either by 
vehicle or person) any commercial group.  The Holder will be notified by the NPS regarding any limitations on the 
Holder’s ability to provide services as soon as practicably possible.  State of West Virginia reserves the right to use 
catwalk to perform bridge inspections and conduct guided tours of students, governmental or other transportation 
officials or other personnel as desired by the State.  State shall not be entitled to use NPS or Holder’s equipment or 
personnel for such tours without prior consent of NPS or Holder as applicable and is not responsible for any business 
losses or delays during inspections or State tours.  Holder, its employees, agents, guests, invitees and contractors 
waive any claims arising out of State’s bridge/road repair and maintenance activities.  State has no obligation to 
remove from bridge, including the catwalk, any items that NPS or Holder feels is aesthetically unpleasing. 
 

18. Certification.  All guides must have, at a minimum, a current and valid certification as an EMS First Responder or higher 
level of certification in his/her possession while guiding in the park and trained in Leave No Trace principles.  Vehicle 
operators must possess a commercial driver’s license and State issued vehicle operator’s license.  Holder will ensure all 
employees are screened through a pre-employment drug/alcohol testing program and are well informed on the 
following:  (1) understanding the provisions of the CUA and operating plan; (2) firsthand knowledge of the authorized 
routes to be utilized, the nature and purpose of the NPS in general and of the park specifically; (3) the “do’s” and “don’ts” 
expected of all NPS visitors.  Trips must be led by a responsible employee who has a good understanding of all park rules, 
regulations and resources, knowledge of the CUA provisions and operating plan, and sufficient previous experience 
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necessary to conduct such trips.  All staff and guides of Holder’s operation will wear articles of clothing that easily 
identifies them as official personnel of Holder’s operation. 

 
19. Commercial advertising, including the hanging or posting of signs, banners and flyers, is prohibited on park lands 

and/or within State of West Virginia right-of-way.  The Holder's out-of-park advertisements, signs, statements, 
circulars, brochures, letterhead, and like materials, both oral and written, must not misrepresent in any way either the 
accommodations provided, the status of its CUA, or the area covered by it or tributary thereto. The Holder shall not use 
out-of-park advertising that attempts to portray them as agents of the National Park Service, or to use National Park 
Service symbols, seals, or other items of identity.  All out-of-park advertisements for activities to occur on NPS lands, 
including brochures, shall be approved by the NPS prior to its use, and the Holder must allow the NPS a reasonable 
amount of time for review of proposal advertising materials.  Holder will ensure a copy of its current brochure is provided 
for the Superintendent’s files.  The Holder must have tour brokers and booking agents identify the Holder as the provider 
of any trips in any NPS areas. 

 
20. Non-Accreditation.  It should be explicitly understood by the Holder that issuance of this authorization does in no way 

constitute recognition or certification by the National Park Service of the Holder as a tour guide. 
 
21. Monitoring.  The Holder may be monitored by the National Park Service to ensure the information provided to customers 

is accurate and appropriate.  The Holder shall, upon notification by the National Park Service, immediately correct all 
deficiencies noted. 

 
22. Holder understands the WVDOT shall maintain the bridge, including the inspection walkway (catwalk); however, 

Holder will pay one hundred percent (100%) of costs associated with any repairs the State deems necessary as a direct 
result of Holder’s activities, which costs shall be in addition to any other payments/remittance to be made by Holder 
under the terms of this authorization. 

 
23. Holder shall immediately contact the WVDOT, and follow with written communication, notifying State of any defect 

or safety concern discovered or observed in regular operation of authorized activities that requires the attention of the 
State.  Such notification, however, in no manner shifts responsibility or liability to the State for the safety or welfare 
of Holder’s employees, invitees or guests or property.  Holder’s operation will not adversely affect the safe and 
efficient movement of people and goods along US 19. 

 
24. Holder will make any and all requests of the NPS by first contacting the park’s Chief Ranger.  If the Chief Ranger is not 

available, holder will contact the park’s Deputy Superintendent to make any and all requests of the NPS.  Holder will 
address any communication regarding this CUA to the Chief Ranger.  Holder will submit any new proposals and requests 
for revisions in writing to the park’s Chief Ranger. 

 
25. Holder must provide for, at its own expense and prior to start-up of  daily operations, all physical security measures 

necessary to strictly prohibit unauthorized access to the bridge abutments and catwalk.  Holder will install fencing to 
prevent unlawful entrance on north and south ends of bridge; will install security cameras at each end and at two 
catwalk/trail locations; will install break beams with audible alarms at each end of the bridge; will install webcam 
above and below catwalk, with all cameras linked to Fayette County Office of Emergency Services.  All physical 
security measures must be approved by the NPS and WV Department of Homeland Security prior to installation.  All 
construction, communication and safety equipment and operating equipment/supplies are solely at Holder’s expense.  
Holder will provide key or other appropriate means of access to NPS and WVDOT.  Holder will ensure catwalk 
access and tours are not utilized for unauthorized BASE jumping and/or rappelling activities. 

 
26. Holder shall maintain and provide services related to the authorized activities and equipment to such extent and in 

such manner as the Superintendent may deem necessary and appropriate.  Holder is solely responsible for ensuring 
that all activities authorized by this CUA are conducted in a safe and professional manner.  Holder is responsible for 
protection and security of its customers and employees while conducting authorized activities in the park and on State 
right-of-way.  Prior to conducting tours activity authorized by this CUA, holder must provide a safety system that 
mitigates the potential for falling or jumping from the bridge catwalk.  The system must be approved by the NPS and 
the WV Department of Transportation prior to installation.    Holder will install a catwalk safety/fall protection system 
consisting of a stainless steel cable the length of the catwalk with individual harness with tether issued to each 
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participant and guide.  System will include independent safety system for guide use to allow maneuverability in either 
direction among participants during tour.  Safety/fall protection system shall meet or exceed all local, state and federal 
requirements.  Holder is responsible for all required state, local and/or federal inspections and certifications.  The 
Holder will ensure all equipment is in good working order by inspection prior to each trip.  Equipment used, 
operational procedures and services that occur on National Park Service and State lands shall, at all times, be subject 
to inspection by the NPS and State to assure safety and compliance with terms of this authorization and quality of 
visitor services.  Holder will immediately, at its own expense, correct any noted deficiencies. 
 

27. All accidents resulting in property damage, personal injury or death must be immediately reported to the NPS after the 
event occurs.  Holder shall assume financial responsibility for any search, rescue and/or evaluation activities as a 
result, including potential costs for overtime of NPS personnel, helicopter costs, search dog services, etc.  Holder shall 
conduct internal investigation of all accidents occurring during authorized activities and provide NPS with written 
documentation of the cause of the accident and corrective action steps being taken to prevent reoccurrence.  Holder is 
also responsible for making any reports required by the WVDOT and providing copies to the NPS concurrently with 
the submission to the State.  Holder shall, when requested by the NPS, cooperate with and assist in emergency 
situations such as fire, accidents, searches and/or rescues. 

 
28. National Park Service Regulations.  Customers must be advised of safety concerns and NPS Laws and Regulations.  In 

instances of non-compliance, either observed or reported, the Holder will immediately notify the NPS at 304-465-0508.  
These laws and regulations will include, but not be limited to: 
a. Instruction.  The Holder will ensure that an orientation/introduction to safety is given all customers.  Due to the 

increasing number of non-English speaking visitors to the area that may use the Holder’s service in the park, 
appropriate actions must be initiated by the Holder to ensure the orientation/introduction is effectively 
communicated.  Guides will be trained in basic sign language. 

b. The carrying, possessing or using a weapon within NPS boundaries by participants and guides is prohibited.  
Weapons include firearms, knives, bow/arrows, and slingshots. 

c. The Holder will ensure all customers are provided orientation as to length of proposed trip, average time required 
for completion, relative difficulty, and will be notified of hazards.  As part of safety orientation prior to each trip, 
Holder will ensure each participant has ability to walk two miles and stand for long period of time and is 
evaluated on sample catwalk of identical dimensions (25” wide with 4’ high rails) with any demonstrated agility 
or balance issues resulting in tour disqualification.  Holder will ensure each participant meets physical 
requirement of being at least 48” tall, 10 years of age of older, and under 310 lbs.  Holder will ensure each child 
(age 10 to 17) has permission of parent or legal guardian and is accompanied by an adult at all times, with no 
more than three children per adult. 

d. Holder will require participants and guides to wear any needed protective gear for authorized activities with each 
participant and guide outfitted with a harness that cannot be unclipped once tethered to catwalk cable but allows 
movement in either direction and backboard use without need for unclipping.  Holder will ensure:  personal 
cameras, glasses and sunglasses are secured to each participant to prevent accidental dropping while on catwalk 
(use of lanyard for glasses/sunglasses); guides will carry and secure any needed participant medication; each 
participant wears fully enclosed soft-soled shoes with no sandals, flip flops or open-toed shoes allowed; 
participants have nothing in pockets, no loose jewelry, no food or drink, and no packs or purses during tour.  
Holder will ensure participants are advised of the following:  spitting or throwing objects from bridge catwalk is 
prohibited; no smoking or chewing tobacco and/or chewing gum; no distracting behavior or horseplay; must 
remain in harness and attached to safety system at all times on catwalk; and any demonstration of dangerous 
activity will be disqualification from tour participation. 

e. Holder will ensure that first aid and emergency rescue packs are stationed at three locations on catwalk and that 
backboards are located at each end and at three locations on catwalk with access by guides at all times. 

f. The Holder will ensure that emergency communications are available at all times during authorized activities.  
Such communications will consist of a radio or cell phone system capable of contacting the local 911 center.  
Holder will provide NPS and other potential EMS providers with a phone number or radio frequency for use in 
the coordination of an emergency response. 

g. The Holder will ensure all customers are provided the telephone number of the Holder such that arrangements 
may be made for termination of the trip.  The Holder will provide or make arrangements for transportation of all 
participants and equipment from the trip location in the event of equipment failure, fatigue, injury, illness or for 
any other reason participant(s) wish to terminate the trip. 
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h. The NPS maintains a lost and found system and items must be reported within 24 hours to the nearest NPS 
facility or uniformed employee or by calling 304-465-0508.  Found items must, by regulation, be turned in to the 
nearest NPS facility or uniformed employee along with information on where and when it was found. 

i. It is a violation to urinate or defecate within 100 feet of the river or any water source.  Fecal material must be 
placed in a hole and covered with not less than six (6) inches of soil. 

j. If it is determined there is a need for portable toilets at the staging area on south side of bridge, Holder will 
arrange for, at his own expense, the necessary numbers of portable toilets and supplies at this location to support 
the size of tours, will ensure they are set up in location as directed by NPS and will ensure they are serviced as 
needed. 

k. At all times and in all places, pets must be secured on a leash not to exceed six feet.  Pets may not be left 
unattended and tied to an object.  Pet excrement must be immediately picked up and disposed of by the person in 
control of the pet.  Pets prohibited on bridge catwalk. 

l. Loud audio devices, fireworks and firecrackers are prohibited.  Quiet hours are from 10:00 pm to 6:00 am. 
m. Draining refuse from a trailer or other vehicles is prohibited. 
n. Holder shall not sell and shall provide only non-glass containers for use in the park. 
o. Open fires are prohibited. 
p. The use of chainsaws in the park is prohibited. 
q. The consumption and/or possession of alcoholic beverages and/or illegal drugs within the park by staff and 

participants under this authorization are prohibited.  Intoxication is a violation and services must not be provided 
to anyone who is obviously intoxicated or under the influence of drugs. 

r. The Holder shall take adequate measures, as directed and approved by the Superintendent, to restrict and prevent soil 
erosion on the lands covered hereby and shall so utilize such lands as not to contribute to erosion on adjoining lands. 

s. Wildlife viewing must be from a safe distance.  Feeding, touching, teasing, frightening or intentionally disturbing 
wildlife is prohibited. 

t. Holder will comply with applicable health and sanitation standards and codes. 
u. The area(s) authorized for use under this authorization must be left in substantially the same condition as it was prior 

to the activities authorized herein, with all refuse properly disposed of or otherwise as required by the 
Superintendent.  All trash, whether considered biodegradable or not, must be carried/packed out and disposed of 
in proper receptacles. 

v. Vegetation, parts of vegetation, fossils and mineral resources must be left in their natural state.  It is prohibited to 
possess, destroy, injure, deface, remove, dig or disturb any item from its natural state.  The taking of plants, fish, 
wildlife, rocks or minerals requires a Specimen Collection Authorization approved by the Superintendent (or 
designee) of New River Gorge National River. 

w. Holder’s shuttle vehicles must remain on established roads or pullouts.  Parked shuttle vehicles must not obstruct 
roads.  The Holder and his/her employees will adhere to all park laws and regulations, including motor vehicle 
and traffic regulations.  When a vehicle, regardless of ownership, is used to conduct business under this 
authorization, the Holder will make an effort to ensure that all laws and regulations are adhered to by all of the 
Holder's employees.  Off-road vehicles (ATVs and/or ORVs) are prohibited. 

x. Any property of the Holder that is left unattended for 24 hours on lands administered by the NPS without prior 
approval will be considered abandoned and will be removed and delivered to the Holder at Holder’s expense, or, 
at the option of the NPS, will become the property of the United States without compensation to the Holder. 

y. The following are prohibited:  helium and water balloons; throwing confetti, releasing balloons or birds into 
the air; wading pools or dunk tanks; mechanical rides or petting zoos; activities or games that involve food 
such as egg toss; any form of gambling or gambling devices, including raffles or lotteries; collection of fees 
or donations; firearms or weapons; use of insecticides herbicides and pesticides; smoking in buildings, on 
boardwalks or in vegetated areas; use of fragile vegetation areas, except on trails or already disturbed areas 
(as determined by NPS); writing on or discoloring any natural feature or structure; off-road vehicles; loud 
audio devices; fireworks. 
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